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One of the major metrics to determine processor performance is cycles per in-

struction (CPI). Pipelining is a classical design technique to improve CPI so that

processor performance can improve. Modern processors employ superscalar pipelin-

ing technique to execute more than one instruction per cycle (IPC) to achieve even

higher CPI improvement. The improvement by superscalar pipelining, however, is

not linear to the number of execution units in superscalar pipeline due to limited

instruction level parallelism (ILP). In designing a high-performance pipelined pro-

cessor, instruction and data memory accesses play a critical role. Because of the

increasing performance gap between processor and memory, small and fast storage

in a form of cache memory is used to bridge the performance gap.
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A multiple-access cache is a direct-mapped cache that may be accessed more

than once, each time with a different hash function, to satisfy a memory request.

Better solutions on multiple-access caches are proposed. Those are the rehash func-

tions that randomize the distances in terms of the number of cache sets, the search

and replacement based on the reference order, and an indirect access mechanism on

the cache data array to eliminate the extra data movement. To overcome limited

ILP in processor pipelining, highly accurate prediction-based speculation techniques

are proposed by resolving branch and load instructions ahead of normal program ex-

ecution. Early-resolution of load and branch instructions can be done by efficiently

building a data-flow graph to track the flow of data from producer to consumer dy-

namically. The early-resolution technique can be able to transcend barriers such as

the instruction execution window to trigger a consumer instruction whenever the pro-

ducer instruction is completed. The early-resolution technique can also be applied

solely to load-address prediction with very high accuracy.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

There are three factors that can determine processor performance, i.e., clock

cycle, cycles per instruction (CPI), and instruction count of certain representative

programs. The clock cycle time depends on both hardware technology and organiza-

tion, and the instruction count depends on both complier technology and instruction

set architecture. The CPI, on the other hand, depends on both instruction set archi-

tecture and hardware organization [16]. By concentration on hardware organization,

advanced architectural techniques to improve clock cycle time and/or CPI of future

microprocessors are pursued in this dissertation.

Pipelining is a classical technique used in today's microprocessors to overlap

instruction executions, so that faster cycle time and/or lower CPI can be achieved.

To further improve the instruction execution rate, superscalar pipelining technique

is capable of executing more than one instruction per cycle (IPC) by fetching, de-

coding, and executing more than one instruction at a time. However, due to limited

instruction level parallelism (ILP), the improvement of IPC is limited to about four

instructions on the average.

Instruction and data memory accesses play a critical role in designing a high-

performance pipeline. Due to the increasing performance gap between processor and

1
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memory, small and fast storage in the form of cache memory is used to bridge the

performance gap. The performance of a cache can be determined by two primary

factors—the time needed to access the cache and the fraction of memory references

that can be satisfied by the cache. However, these two parameters are normally

opposing, i.e., to improve one parameter normally impairs the other parameter.

After investigating the ILP constraints in the processor pipeline and two cache

access parameters, efficient solutions to these critical issues are proposed and evalu-

ated in this dissertation.

1.1 Issues in Memory Hierarchy

According to the principle of locality, programs access a relatively small portion

of their address space at any given period of execution. There are two types of

locality: temporal locality and spatial locality. Temporal locality is a property that

a previously referenced item will tend to be referenced soon again. Spatial locality

is a tendency that nearby addresses to a referenced item will be referenced soon. A

memory hierarchy takes advantage of the principle of locality by organizing multiple

levels of memory with different sizes and speeds. Caches usually reside in the higher

level in the memory hierarchy to have fast access time for a majority of memory

references. A performance gap between processor and memory can be reduced if a

large portion of memory references is satisfied by the caches.

Usually cache memories are organized as two-dimensional arrays. The first di-

mension is set and the second dimension is set associativity. The set ID is determined
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by a function of the memory request address. The cache line ID within a set is de-

cided by comparing the address tags in cache set and the reference address. Caches

with set associativity one are referred to as direct-mapped caches while caches with

set associativity greater than one are referred to as set-associative caches. If the

number of sets is one, caches are called fully-associative. Because a requested refer-

ence can reside anywhere in the fully-associative caches, there exist no misses due

to cache placement collision, in other words, no conflict misses. On the other hand,

direct-mapped caches can suffer from conflict misses.

The ability of caches to bridge the performance gap between processor and

memory is determined by two primary factors—the time needed to retrieve data

from the cache and the fraction of memory references that can be satisfied by the

cache, commonly referred as access (hit) time and hit ratio respectively [33].

A multiple-access cache [1] is a direct-mapped cache which is accessed more

than once in order to achieve both the access time of a direct-mapped cache and

the hit ratio of a set-associative cache. Fast hit time can be achieved by having as

many hits as possible on the first cache access, and high hit ratio can be satisfied by

accessing a cache multiple times. In multiple-access caches, the proper search order

and replacement algorithm are crucial to achieve both fast hit time and high hit

ratio. In addition to this, a rehash function to guide next search location needs to be

considered because recent studies [32, 13] show that the conventional set-associative

caches are not resilient to certain programs which exhibit high conflict misses.
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The essential issues related to multiple-access caches are investigated in this

dissertation. Based on the investigation, better solutions are proposed as a way of

improving processor performance. The new proposals on multiple-access caches are

validated by performance simulation.

1.2 Issues in Processor Pipelining

Pipelining overlaps multiple instruction executions by exploiting instruction

level parallelism to improve cycle per instruction (CPI) or cycle time of computer

systems. However, there exist inherent dependencies in the sequential instruction

stream which make the pipelined processor underutilized. These dependencies pre-

vent the subsequent instructions from executing in their designated pipeline stage.

The pipeline can be stalled because of control dependency if the pipeline cannot pro-

ceed due to previous branch or jump instructions. The pipeline can also be stalled

because of data dependency if the register or memory value of the previous instruction

is unknown. Data dependency can be further specified into load dependency or load

interlock if the previous instruction outcome is produced from data memory by a load

instruction. Both load and branch instructions are especially critical because they

are often at the beginning of dependency chains. To avoid inefficiency due to the

dependencies, speculative instruction execution by predicting previous instruction's

outcomes, which are the source of the dependency, has emerged. Naturally, the per-

formance of prediction-based speculation largely relies on the prediction accuracy. In

speculative processors, performance impact is very sensitive to prediction accuracy
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of branch and load instructions because the impact of an incorrect prediction will be

higher.

The best performing branch prediction schemes, so called correlation-based pre-

dictors, rely on past branch behaviors. Various accurate branch prediction schemes

have been proposed in the literature [42, 26, 25]. However, recent studies also show

that the behavior of certain classes of branches is very difficult to predict [11] sug-

gesting the correlation-based predictors almost reached their upper bound. Sev-

eral schemes for predicting load instruction outcome are proposed in the litera-

tures [10, 3, 21, 5]. The prediction accuracies of these schemes, however, are not

satisfiable because the memory access pattern of load instructions is not uniform

especially in integer-intensive programs.

In this dissertation, a different direction to achieve high prediction accuracy for

both branch and load instructions is presented. The rationale of this new approach

is to execute the branch and load instructions early and produce the expected results

ahead of normal instruction flow. To achieve this, the proposed approach dynami-

cally keeps track of the relationships of producer to consumer by efficiently building

a data-flow graph. A few hardware structures are constructed not only to build

instruction dependency but also to trigger instruction early. Because knowing the

load instruction address in the processor pipeline, instead of load outcome, can also

reduce the latency due to load dependency, a new load address prediction scheme

is also proposed using the same idea of producer and consumer relation as before.
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Figure 1.1. On-the-fly trace-driven simulation environment

A simple machine model is constructed and performance simulation is followed to

justify the effectiveness of this approach.

1.3 Performance Evaluation Method and Workload

Figure 1.1 shows on-the-fly trace-driven simulation environment for both multiple-

access caches and processor pipelining. For cache studies, a tracing and instruction-

set simulation tool Shade [39] from Sun Microsystems under Solaris is used. Shade

controls the application program execution and sends trace records of interest to the

target system simulator. The target simulator interacts with Shade by calling Shade

libraries. For studies of processor pipelining, a processor simulation tool set Sim-

plescalar [6] is used. The interaction of the Simplescalar and the target simulator is

similar to Shade. The detailed machine model for each one will be explained in the

corresponding chapters.

Benchmark programs are intended to provide a measure to compare perfor-

mance. The SPEC95 [37] from the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation

is one of the most widely used benchmark programs in our research community.
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The SPEC95 consists of two types of benchmarks: one is the SPECint95, a set of

integer-intensive benchmarks, and the other is the SPECfp95, a set of floating-point

intensive benchmarks. The SPEC95 benchmarks provide comparative measures of

performance across a wide range of hardware and the benchmarks are developed from

real user applications.

1.4 Outline

The subsequent chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows. In Chap-

ter 2, the essential issues of multiple-access caches, which attempt to achieve high

hit ratios while maintaining fast cache access time, are discussed. These issues in-

clude mathematical functions for directing multiple-access locations, a search and

replacement algorithm to provide a lower cache miss ratio as well as a lower number

of searches, and data swapping issue which is claimed to be a major criticism in

multiple-access cache design. For each of these issues, better solutions are presented

and validated with simulation. Chapter 3 investigates processor pipeline bottlenecks

which hamper processor performance, and presents new solutions to overcome the

bottlenecks. The bottlenecks are due to control and data dependencies in applica-

tion programs. With the trend of prediction-based speculative execution in modern

pipeline design, new approaches to achieve better prediction accuracy for both control

and data access instructions are presented and validated. Applying the idea proposed

in the previous chapter, Chapter 4 studies specified address prediction schemes and

presents a new address prediction mechanism with the evaluation result. Finally,

Chapter 5 concludes the study of this dissertation.



CHAPTER 2

ESSENTIAL ISSUES IN MULTIPLE-ACCESS CACHES

2.1 Introduction

According to the principle of locality, programs access a relatively small portion

of their address space at any given period of execution. A memory hierarchy takes

advantage of the principle of locality by implementing multiple levels of memory with

different sizes and speeds. Thus, caches are critical components in high-performance

processors. The ability of caches to bridge the performance gap between processor

and memory is determined by two primary factors—the time needed to retrieve data

from the cache and the fraction of memory references that can be satisfied by the

cache, commonly known as access (hit) time and hit ratio respectively [33]. Ideally,

the caches with both a high hit ratio and a fast access time would be desirable. But,

in conventional caches, these two dimensions are opposing. For example, the absence

of the line selection in direct-mapped caches enables a faster access time than that

of set-associative caches of the same size. On the other hand, direct-mapped caches

tend to have lower hit ratios due to the higher conflict misses when nearby memory

requests target different cache lines allocated in the same set [17].

Multiple-access caches try to achieve high hit ratios while maintaining fast access

time by accessing the direct-mapped cache more than once for a memory request,

8
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each time with a different hash function [1,2]. A fast access time is achieved when

the requested data are located at the primary location by the primary hash function.

When the requested line is not found in the primary location, the cache is accessed

again by a secondary location with the secondary hash function. A small penalty

is paid if the data are located at the secondary location. Data swapping between

the primary and secondary locations may be needed to increase the hit ratio to the

primary location. When a miss occurs, the requested line is always placed in the

primary location while the line in the primary location is either evicted or moved to

the secondary location depending on the replacement algorithm.

Traditionally, in order to achieve a fast access time, the simple direct-mapped

hashing using the low-order bits of the line address, also known as bit-selection mech-

anism [33], is chosen as the primary hash function. The rehash function of flipping

the highest-order index bit is adapted [1] to resemble the 2-way set-associative design.

In this dissertation, the essential issues in multiple-access caches are investi-

gated and better approaches to multiple-access caches are proposed. First, besides

flipping the highest-order index bit, more general rehash functions are considered.

The initial results show that the more generalized rehash functions provide marked

improvement in terms of hit ratios for particular workloads. Second, Least-Recently-

Used(LRU) based search and replacement is proposed. The simulation results from

trace-driven simulation show that this simple LRU-based search/replacement mech-

anism can achieve better performance over the conventional multiple-access caches.

Lastly, an indirect access mechanism on the cache data array is proposed to eliminate
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the extra data movement. A further timing simulation is followed to evaluate the

indirect access mechanism.

2.2 Multiple-Access Caches

A multiple-access cache [1, 2] is a direct-mapped cache which is accessed more

than once in order to achieve the access time of a direct-mapped cache and the hit

ratio of a set-associative cache. Fast hit time can be achieved by having as many hits

as possible on the first cache access, and high hit ratio can be satisfied by accessing

the cache multiple times. An example of a multiple-access cache is shown on the

right side of Figure 2.1 where the cache is 8KB, direct-mapped, and a 32B cache line.

As can be seen from the figure, the cache structure not only resembles direct-mapped

caches to achieve fast hit time but also has two hash functions. So, it shows similar

behavior as 2-way set-associative caches which have less conflict misses than direct-

mapped caches. When the requested line is not found by the first hash function at the

primary location, the cache is accessed again by the second hash function or rehash

function at the secondary location.

A hash-rehash multiple-access cache is proposed by Agarwal et al. [1]. It is based

on the direct-mapped cache with a simple rehash function of flipping the highest-order

index bit. In this design, a fast hit time can be obtained when the requested line is

found in the primary location. Upon a hit to a secondary location, the lines located

in the primary and secondary locations are swapped. When a cache miss occurs,

the line in the primary location is moved to the secondary location, the requested

line is fetched into the primary location, and the line in the secondary location is
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direct-mapped cache 2-way multiple-access cache

Figure 2.1. Direct-mapped cache and its conceivable 2-way multiple-access cache

evicted. Although this scheme appears similar to a 2-way set-associative cache with

the LRU replacement policy, it likely has inferior hit ratio. This is because the

primary location for a reference may be the secondary location for another reference

and vice versa. In other words, this simple scheme always searches and replaces the

line at the secondary location without considering the MRU/LRU order between the

two lines.

The column-associative cache [2] uses the same rehash function by flipping the

highest-order index bit. In order to improve the replacement algorithm, a rehash

bit in each tag array entry is maintained to indicate that the corresponding line has

been accessed using the secondary hash function to guide the search and replacement.

When a primary access misses a line with the rehash bit turned on, it is unnecessary to

search the secondary location and the line in the primary location is simply replaced.
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The rehash bit helps to identify the correct primary to secondary sequence. However,

the MRU/LRU order is still missing when both locations are used as a primary

location. In this design, these two locations are referred as a column.

Recently, extended column-associative cache [44] is proposed to allow more than

two lines in a column in order to improve the overall cache hit ratio further. In this

design, the rehash functions are defined by changing a few high-order index bits.

For instance, in a 4-way column-associative cache(details are shown in Figure 2.4 of

section 2.4), four direct-mapped cache sets indexed by 'OOxxxx', 'Olxxxx', 'lOxxxx'

and 'llxxxx' belong to the same column. When any one of the four is accessed

as the primary location, the other three are the secondary locations. The access

of the extended column-associative cache is straightforward. First, an attempt to

access the primary location is made by matching the address tag of the request with

the tag stored in the direct-mapped location of the tag array. Second, when the

requested data are not found in the primary location, the search proceeds through

other secondary locations in the same column. In case the line is found in a secondary

location, the requested data are accessed and the requested line is swapped with the

line in the primary location to increase the hit to the primary location. Finally, when

a miss occurs, the line in the primary location is first moved to the LRU location in

the respective column and the requested line fetched from the lower memory hierarchy

is placed in the primary location. One critical performance issue in this extended

column-associative cache design is to provide an efficient search mechanism when

the requested line is not located in the primary location. In this scheme, an extra
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hardware of index vector for each column is maintained. The index vector indicates

the locations of the rehashed lines from each primary location.

Common criticism on the multiple-access caches is that a penalty is paid if the

data are located at the secondary location. Data swapping between the primary and

secondary locations may be needed to increase the hit ratio to the primary location.

Regarding data swapping, an indirect cache access technique using a Most-Recently-

Used(MRU) bit array or a steering table has been proposed to avoid data swapping

at the expense of a potentially longer cache access delay [20, 7].

In addition to the above issues, recent studies for cache set-selection randomiza-

tions [32, 13] suggest that the simple bit-selection hashing function of conventional

set-associative caches is not resilient especially for floating-point intensive programs

which exhibit high conflict misses. Table 2.1 shows some of the results. From these

studies, the original rehash function of multiple-access caches can also cause high

conflict misses for floating-point intensive programs.

Table 2.1. The miss ratios(%) of SPECfp95 for 2-way 8KB data caches [13]

workload swim tomcatv turb3d wave5

overall 59.1 48.1 6.5 31.7

conflict 51.2 36.4 3.7 17.8

In summary, based on the above observations, the originally proposed scheme [1]

and variations to the original scheme [20, 2, 7, 44] pose the following problems.

• The simple rehash function to the secondary location can cause high conflict

misses as shown in Table 2.1.
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• The existing multiple-access cache schemes [1, 20, 2, 7, 44] are inefficient in

terms of search sequence and replacement algorithm due to lack of MRU/LRU

information.

• There exists overhead of data swapping when an access is a hit in the secondary

location.

In this dissertation, the essential issues in multiple-access caches are discussed

and better solutions to each of these issues are proposed. In the subsequent sections,

these issues are explained in detail.

2.3 Rehash Functions

A multiple-access cache based on the direct-mapped cache with a simple rehash

function of flipping the highest-order index bit was proposed by Agarwal et al. [1].

This simple design resembles a 2-way set-associative cache, in which each pair of

the primary and the secondary locations is placed in the same set indexed by the

lower-order bits of the line address so that they can be searched in parallel. It is

known, however, set-associative caches may suffer high conflict misses for certain

floating-point intensive workloads [13].

In a multiple-access cache, the cache may be accessed more than once for a

memory reference, each time with a different hash function. In order to achieve a

fast access time, the simple direct-mapped hashing is normally used as the primary

hash function. The rehash function, which is used only after the requested data

are absent in the primary location, has the flexibility in selecting the index bits. It

is convenient, however, to restrict the hash and the rehash as an inverse function
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to each other, i.e., when the primary location of a group of lines is the secondary

location of another group of lines, the primary location of the second group must

be the secondary location of the first group. This inverse function allows the lines

to be moved between the primary and the secondary locations for improving the hit

ratio to the primary location. As a contrary example, for instance, assume B is the

secondary location of A, and C is the secondary location of B. In case when both

B and C are occupied as the secondary locations, the lines in B and C cannot be

swapped upon a hit to the secondary line in C because the line moved out of B will

be lost.

In this dissertation, three categories of rehash functions are proposed. The

basic idea is to randomize the set distance between primary and secondary locations

because it can reduce potential conflict misses between each other.

1. Full or partial index complement scheme: Complement all or partial bits from

the direct-mapped indices.

2. Bit-wise exchange scheme: Partition the index bits into two groups and perform

bit-wise exchange between the groups, for example, swapping either the high-

order and the low-order or the even and the odd index bits.

3. Shuffle/unshuffle scheme: Divide the cache sets into two groups based on the

value of the most-significant index bit and use the shuffle/unshuffle intercon-

nection pattern to select partners, one from each group.

There are many combinations within each category of rehash functions. Fig-

ure 2.2 illustrates a few interesting ones. The original rehash function of flipping the
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(a) Complement Index Bits:

Partial: Oxxxxxxx

(b) Bit-wise Swapping:

High/Low: 11110000

Mirror: 01111000

(c) Shuffle /Unshuffle:

Perfect Shuffle:

lxxxxxxx Full: 00000000 11111111

00001111

00011110

Even/Odd: 01010101 10101010

Skewed- 1 Shuffle:

0;000

01001

ojoiO

oion

0;100

oiioi

0-110

oim
Complement

1 000

1 001

1 010

1 011

1 100

1 101

1 110

1 111

Rotate left

Rotate right

* Complement wrap-around bit

Figure 2.2. Three categories of rehash functions

most-significant index bit can be considered as a special case of the index-complement

scheme. As mentioned, this scheme may suffer high conflict misses when the memory

addresses of consecutive references differ by a power-of-two stride. One simple cure

is to complement all the index bits. Another straight-forward solution to reduce the

conflict misses is to rearrange the index bits by performing bit-wise exchange among

the direct-mapped indices. Three cases can be considered, i.e., to exchange each

high-order bit with its low-order counterpart pairs, to exchange even and odd, and
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to exchange bit 0 with bit n-1, bit 1 with bit n-2 and so on from the n-bit indices.

Although simple, the bit-wise exchange may encounter identical mapping and reduce

its effectiveness. Certainly, a hybrid scheme which applies both the complement and

the bit-wise exchange is also a viable approach.

The shuffle/unshuffle scheme uses the perfect shuffle interconnection [38] for

matching a pair of primary and secondary locations. A skewed-d perfect-shuffle is

also considered. The skewed scheme shifts d sets at the initial mapping as shown in

Figure 2.2 for randomizing the distance between each pair of primary and secondary

locations. The shuffle/unshuffle rehash function requires only simple bit-wise logical

operations. The most-significant index bit is always complemented, and the rest of

the index bits are either rotated to the left or to the right depending on the value of

the most-significant bit as illustrated in Figure 2.2. In the skewed-1 shuffle scheme,

the wrap-around bit needs to be complemented during the rotation. Note that except

for complementing partial index bits, the other rehash functions require to include

the entire index bits as part of the tags in order to avoid mis-identifying the lines

located in the secondary locations.

2.4 Search and Replacement Algorithms

In conventional cache accesses, the memory address can be divided into three

disjoint regions: the address tag, the cache index, and the line offset. For column-

associative caches based on changing/rehashing of the high-order index bits, those

high-order index bits are overlapped with the low-order tag bits as shown in Fig-

ure 2.3. In this figure, A3 represents the offset bits, A XA2 (A x concatenated by A2 )
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Figure 2.3. Column-associative cache address
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OOxxxxAlternate 10
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Primary Primary Primary Primary

Location 00 Location 01 Location 10 Location 11

Figure 2.4. 4-way extended column-associative search with index vector

are the index bits, and ^o^i are the tag bits. The primary location is indexed by

AiA2 of the memory address, in which Ai represents those high-order rehashed in-

dex bits. Ai must be included in the tag in order to identify a hit when the line is

located in a secondary location. Therefore, in a cache access, whether the primary

location contains a primary line, i.e., the line is accessed using the primary function,

can be determined by matching Ai of the memory address with A x of the line lo-

cated at the primary location. Several observations can be found for the existing

column-associative caches as follows.
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The primary location must contain the most-recently-used line among the lines

with matching Ai in the respective column. This is true under the LRU re-

placement policy and the swapping/placement of the newly requested line to

the primary location. Therefore, whenever the primary location contains a line

rehashed by another primary location, the search to other secondary locations

is unnecessary. For example, in Figure 2.4, if the first hash function of a mem-

ory request address targets either location 0 or location 3, a miss occurs and

no further search is necessary because they are rehashed by location 2.

When a request misses the primary location, the search to the secondary loca-

tions is necessary if A\ of the requested address matches that of the primary

location tag. However, in this case, only those cache lines that are less-recently-

used than the line in the primary location are searched. This LRU sequence

reduces the number of searches for misses (this is also true for hits as explained

in the following observation). For instance, if the line in the primary location 1

in Figure 2.4 is the LRU line in the column, no further search is required upon

a miss to this primary location.

The search according to the LRU sequence may further help to speedup the

hit time to the secondary locations. For example, when a request misses the

primary location 2 in Figure 2.4, the search based on the LRU sequence may

locate the line in either location 0 or location 3 faster because of the program

locality. But, the index-vector scheme does not indicate which location should

be probed first between location 0 and location 3. The reason is that the index
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vector does not provide the MRU/LRU order among the lines rehashed from

the same primary location.

• Since we can know the line is rehashed by another primary location if Ai does

not match, the originally proposed rehash bit is not needed. Although the

index-vector scheme eliminates any useless search, it requires a n2 bit-map for

each column with n lines. But, n2 — n bits are always empty as shown in

Figure 2.4.

Based on the above observations, an efficient search algorithm can be proposed

in column-associative cache, coined as LRU-based column-associative cache, and the

algorithm includes the following steps.

1. Search Primary Location

Upon receiving a memory request, the primary location is always probed first.

If the line is found, the requested data are accessed like a regular direct-mapped

cache. The LRU sequence is updated after each memory request to reflect the

most-recently-used cache line.

2. Determine Whether to Search Alternative Locations

In case the requested line is not located at the primary location, the search

for the line in other secondary locations is continued only when A x bits of the

requested address match A x bits of the line in the primary location.

3. Search Sequence of Alternative Locations

The search of the line in the secondary locations follows the LRU sequence.
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It starts from the next less-recently-used location with respect to the primary

location until the least-recently-used location in the respective column. If the

line is found in the secondary location, the requested data can be accessed

with certain delays due to the additional search. Afterwards, the matched

line is swapped with the line located in the primary location, and the LRU

information is updated accordingly.

4. Handle Cache Misses

A cache miss occurs when the requested line is not located in the respective

column. In this case, the line in the primary location will be moved to the LRU

location and the requested line fetched from the lower-level memory hierarchy

will reside in the primary location.

According to the new search algorithm, the access to the original 2-way column-

associative cache is straightforward. When a memory request misses the primary

location, the search to the secondary location is needed only when the primary loca-

tion is MRU. This is due to the fact that the MRU line must always be located at

its primary location. In comparison with the column-associative cache with rehash

bits, this newly proposed scheme will not only achieve a 2-way set-associativity cache

hit ratio but also reduce unnecessary searches to the secondary location when both

locations are used as a primary location. For associativity of 4 or above, the search

to the secondary location is needed either when the primary location is not LRU or

when Ai bits of the primary location match with that of the requested address.
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/ 0: MRU is Oxxxxx

/ 1: MRU is lxxxxx

Figure 2.5. Improved column-associative cache using LRU bits

In Figure 2.5, an illustration of an improved 2-way column-associative cache

structure is shown. Each bit of the LRU bit array is associated with two locations in

each column. When the LRU bit is equal to '0', the MRU line is located in the set

Oxxxxx; the MRU line is located in the set lxxxxx otherwise. The difference between

the schemes using rehash bits and LRU bits can be shown in handling a sequence

of references as in Table 2.2: a_000010, b_100010, c.OOOOTO, and b.100010, assuming

that a, b, and c are the tags and the 6-bit binary numbers represent the primary

set IDs. After the second request in the rehash-bit scheme, both rehash bits are off

indicating both locations are now a primary location. As a result, the third request

c.OOOOlO will replace b_l00010 instead of the LRU line a_000010 and cause a miss to

the fourth request. Moreover, an additional search and one extra line movement are
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Table 2.2. Comparing column-associative caches using rehash bit and LRU bit

Initial Contents after References

Scheme Location
"XT 1Value a_000010 b-100010 C-000010 b_100010

Cache set: (000010) X x f- a a a 4- c c

(100010) y y +- x x 4- b b b

LRU bit LRU bit 0 0 1 0 1

Search 2nd set yes no no no

Replaced line y x a (hit)

Cache set: (000010) X x 4- a a a <- c c

(100010) y y <- x x «- b b 4- a a 4- b

Rehash bit Rehash bit: (000010) 0 0 0 0 0

(100010) 0 1 0 1 0

Search 2nd set yes no yes no

Replaced line y x b a

also observed for the rehash-bit scheme in response to the third request. Figure 2.6

illustrates operation flow of LRU-based column-associative cache, and the numbers

in the figure indicate latency.

The advantages of the LRU-based search algorithm for 2-way column-associative

caches are intuitive. When the column associativity is greater than two, the aver-

age number of searches to find the cache line becomes an important performance

issue because hit time of the secondary location increases as the number of searches

increases. However, there are two conjectures that will overcome the adverse per-

formance impact of the LRU-based column-associative search. First, a very high

percentage of the requested lines would be found in the primary locations. This is

true for most of the SPEC95 benchmarks in which more than a 96% of the total cache

hits is directly to the primary locations (details in Section 2.6). Second, according
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to the LRU sequence, the average number of searches would be small because of the

program locality.

Lookup primary

location

End

M+2

Figure 2.6. LRU-based column-associative cache operation

2.5 Data Swapping

One major criticism against the multiple-access caches is due to the excessive

data movement between the primary and the secondary locations. The cache lines

in these two locations are swapped upon a hit to the secondary location in order
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to improve the hit ratio to the primary location. When a miss occurs and the line

in the primary location is more recently used, instead of being evicted, the primary

line is moved to the secondary location to replace the least recently used line. This

additional data movement demands higher cache bandwidth and complicates the

multiple-access cache design. An indirect access mechanism has been considered to

eliminate such extra data movement. In Kessler et al. [20], a MRU-bit array is main-

tained and accessed beforehand to determine which location should be probed first.

This indirect access may lengthen the cache access time, and that is more suitable for

second-level(L2 ) caches [41] where the access time is less critical. Furthermore, unlike

the direct-mapped hashing that targets all the cache lines in the first attempt, the

MRU prediction scheme [20] limits the first target to a half of the cache lines since

there is one MRU for each pair of lines in the primary and the secondary locations.

Due to the fact that the indirect access may lengthen the cache access time, it

is essential to examine the critical path in the cache access carefully. A cache access

typically goes through two concurrent paths. The tag path determines the cache

hit/miss and selects a line within the set for set-associative caches. The data path

drives the selected data out of the data array and sends the data to the execution

unit. Based on the cache timing model Cacti [40], it can be found that the tag path

is significantly longer than the data path for both the direct-mapped and the set-

associative caches. This imbalanced delay provides an alternative solution to swap,

i.e., swap only the tags but keeps the data array intact whenever needed. The cache

access time will remain the same as long as the indirect access to the data array is
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not on the critical path. This solution is also very useful when the large data SRAM

is not integrated on the same chip with the tag array and other control logics.

As shown in Figure 2.7, a new select-bit array is included in the data path. The

value of select-bit determines the location of the data which is associated with the

tag of the current request. In this design, the tag and the data paths are independent

unlike the original direct-mapped cache. The tag path, typically being the critical

path in cache access, remains unchanged. The data path, on the other hand, requires

an indirect access through the select-bit array. The two corresponding select-bits are

always complemented when the tags of the primary and the secondary locations are

swapped. In case of a cache miss, the corresponding select-bits may also be com-

plemented to allow the requested cache line to be placed directly into the secondary

location without first moving the line from the primary location to the secondary

location to make a room for the requested line. With proper data buffering, this

scheme can also eliminate the additional access to the data array when the requested

data are in the secondary location. Note that a single select-bit per each direct-

mapped index is sufficient to indicate whether the swapping of the data is necessary

for each pair of primary and secondary locations to save space as well as to simplify

the update of the select-bit.

The data array is organized as a 2-way set-associative design in which each pair

of lines of primary and secondary locations is placed in the same set. The data fetched

out of the data array are selected according to the value of the select-bit. The 2-way

set-associative design allows overlapping the select-bit access with the data array
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Figure 2.7. Indirect data array access

access. With proper data buffering, this scheme can also eliminate additional access

to the data array when the requested data are in the secondary location.

2.6 Performance Evaluation

The performance evaluation for the LRU-base scheme and rehash functions is

based on trace-driven simulation of the SPEC95 benchmark suite. Two basic metrics,

miss ratio and average memory access time, are considered. The timing simulation

for data swapping is experimented using Cacti [40] timing model.

2.6.1 Simulation Model

Simulation of separate instruction Li and data L x caches is performed. The size

of the L x caches ranges from 8KB to 64KB. The conventional direct-mapped and

other enhanced multiple-access caching schemes are applied to separate L x caches.

These Lx caches are backed up by a 512KB 4-way set-associative unified level 2
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(L2 ) cache. The line size of Iq and L2 caches is 32 bytes and inclusion property is

enforced between L2 cache and L\ data cache. Further, it is assumed that a memory

hierarchy system returns the critical word first and the remaining words in time for

any subsequent access.

In order to compute the average memory access time, the cache miss penalties

at various cache levels are considered. Without going into a detailed timing analysis,

an estimation of these penalties is based upon some simplified assumptions and the

general trend of current microprocessors. A hit time of 1 cycle to a conventional

direct-mapped L\ cache is assumed. If the memory request hits in L2 cache, it takes

10 cycles to satisfy the request. When the request misses both L\ and Li caches, the

total access delay is 50 cycles. For various multiple-access caches, an extra delay is

encountered when the requested data exist in a secondary location. A hit time of 2

cycles for the secondary location is charged since the processor pipeline is increasingly

complex and difficult to turn around. Note that the search of the secondary locations

is not added to L x cache miss penalty because Li cache miss can be triggered once

the requested line is not present in the primary location. In other words, the delay

of searching the secondary locations can be overlapped with L x cache miss penalty.

Shade tool [39] from Sun SPARC/Solaris environment is used in this experi-

mentation to trace the SPECint95 and the SPECfp95 benchmarks. The standard

SPEC95 input files are used. In order to avoid the initialization phase and capture

the essential characteristics of these applications, the first 2 billion instructions are
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compress gcc go ijpeg II m88ksim peri vortex

Figure 2.8. Data cache hit ratios with three different rehash functions (SPECint95)

ignored and the statistics of following 2 billion instructions are collected after the

caches are warmed up.

2.6.2 Comparison of Rehash Functions

Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 plot the data cache hit ratios to the primary and

the secondary locations for the SPECint95 and the SPECfp95 programs under three

rehash functions: flipping the highest index bit (referred as the base scheme), comple-

menting all index bits, and the perfect-shuffle mapping scheme. Note that the LRU

replacement is used in all the simulations. The three rehash functions show compa-

rable hit ratios for all integer programs as well as a majority of the floating-point

programs. However, for benchmarks swim, tomcatv, and waved from SPECfp95, the

two enhanced rehash functions make drastic improvement in the hit ratios over the
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Figure 2.9. Data cache hit ratios with three different rehash functions (SPECfp95)

base scheme. For 8KB caches, for instance, the hit ratios are improved from 31.0%,

56.8%, and 74.2% to 66.4%, 80.3%, and 76.7% using the full-complement function,

and to 66.3%, 80.1%, and 76.0% using the perfect-shuffle function for the respective

three floating-point programs.

A deeper analysis reveals that the constant-stride memory references are very

common in these programs. It can be seen that a repeated snapshot of a memory

reference sequence: ...,ai, ...,a2 , ,an , ... throughout the program execution, where

all a* are allocated to the same set in a set-associative design. As long as n is greater

than the set associativity, heavy conflict misses occur and the misses deteriorate the

cache performance. The full-complement or the perfect-shuffle scheme, on the other

hand, can provide a different alternative location for each a,-. Such heavy conflict
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misses may disappear when the number of targets to each direct-mapped location is

less than or equal to two among the nearby memory references.

Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 summarize the average hit ratio and the average

memory access time for the SPECint95 and the SPECfp95 respectively using var-

ious rehash functions. The base scheme performs very well under the SPECint95

programs. The hit ratio and the average memory access time for the base scheme

and other proposed rehash functions are very close. The bit-wise exchange schemes

show a little lower performance. This is due to the identical mapping such that a

number of primary locations does not have the associated secondary locations. For

16KB caches, the average memory access time for the base, the full-complement, the

perfect-shuffle, the skew-shuffle, the high/low exchange, and the mirror exchange are

1.405, 1.415, 1.398, 1.399, 1.421, and 1.418 respectively.

The performance difference between the base and other rehash functions be-

comes more evident under the SPECfp95 programs especially when the cache sizes

are small. Again, this is mainly because unusually high conflict misses for swim, tom-

catv, and wave5 under the base scheme. Among the proposed rehash functions, the

full-complement and two shuffle schemes perform better than the bit-wise exchange

schemes. For 8KB caches, for instance, the hit ratios are 80.1%, 85.9%, 86.1%,

86.2%, 85.6%, and 85.3% and the average memory access times are 4.880, 4,428,

4.415, 4.408, 4.453, and 4.468 for the base, the full-complement, the perfect-shuffle,

the skew-shuffle, the high/low exchange, and the mirror exchange respectively. Note
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Figure 2.10. L\ data cache performance with various rehash functions (SPECint95)

that the difference becomes less significant in larger caches because there are fewer

conflict misses in larger caches.

2.6.3 Comparison of Search and Replacement Scheme

In this subsection, the LRU-based scheme is compared with both 2-way multiple-

access caches and recently proposed index-vector scheme which extends 2-way set

associativity.

2-Way Column-Associative Caches

Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 show the data cache hit ratios to the primary and

the secondary locations of 2-way hash-rehash, rehash-bit, and LRU-based column-

associative caches using the SPECint95 and the SPECfp95 benchmarks respectively.

The corresponding average memory access times in terms of CPU cycles are shown
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Figure 2.11. L\ data cache performance with various rehash functions (SPECfp95)
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Figure 2.12. 2-way column-associative data cache hit ratios (SPECint95)
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Figure 2.13. 2-way column-associative data cache hit ratios (SPECfp95)

in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 for 8KB and 16KB caches. In general, the integer

programs exhibit higher hit ratios than the floating-point programs. For column-

associative caches, both the LRU-based and the rehash-bit schemes perform much

better than the hash-rehash scheme. The LRU-based scheme, which has the same

hit ratio as 2-way set-associative cache, shows a little advantage over the rehash-

bit scheme. Note that a majority of hits is found in the primary locations for all

three caching schemes. For example, in 16KB caches, the average percentage of the

hit to the primary locations for the hash-rehash, the rehash-bit, and the LRU-based

schemes are 98.0%, 98.0%, and 98.2% for the SPECint95, and those for the SPECfp95

are 97.0%, 96.9%, and 97.6% respectively.
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The rehash bit makes marked improvement over the simple hash-rehash scheme

for all the programs. This is especially true for the integer programs and the improve-

ment is more significant for smaller caches. In 8KB caches, for instance, the average

memory access times are improved by about 2.7%, 8.9%, 12.9%, 28.4%, 8.6%, 5.5%,

24.5%, and 26.1% for the 8 integer programs compress, gcc, go, ijpeg, li, m88ksim,

perl, and vortex respectively. Note that swim and tomcatv have very low hit ratios.

For 16KB caches, the rehash-bit scheme makes an abrupt improvement. This is due

to the fact that these two programs show high conflict misses especially for smaller

caches. The lack of precise LRU replacement of the hash-rehash scheme hurts the

hit ratios badly in 16KB caches. Note also that benchmark hydro2d has much better

hit ratio compare to either swim or tomcatv, but its average memory access time

is a little worse. Moreover, the average memory access time of hydro2d is almost

irrelevant to the L\ cache size and caching scheme. A deeper analysis reveals that

hydro2d has extremely high L2 miss ratio, about 15.4%, which dominates the overall

memory access time.

The simple LRU-based scheme shows marginal improvement over the rehash-bit

scheme. For example, the average memory access times are improved from 2.36, 1.64,

2.05, and 1.41 to 2.33, 1.62, 2.00, and 1.36 for 8KB data caches under benchmarks

compress, gcc, go, and perl. The improvements for the remaining SPECint95 are

small. For some floating-point programs, such as swim, tomcatv, and wave5, however,

the LRU-based scheme performs slightly worse than the rehash-bit scheme. This is

again due to the high conflict misses in these programs.
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Figure 2.14. Average memory access time of data references (SPECint95)
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Figure 2.15. Average memory access time of data references (SPECfp95)
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Figure 2.16. L\ data cache performance under SPECint95

Figure 2.17. L x data cache performance under SPECfp95
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Figure 2.16 summarizes L\ data cache performance using the direct-mapped

and three enhanced column-associative caching schemes by arithmetic means of the

SPECint95 programs. As observed, the simple hash-rehash scheme does not always

improve the hit ratio of the direct-mapped cache. Due to the extra delay in accessing

the lines in the alternative location, the hash-rehash scheme has the worst average

memory access time especially for small caches. On the other hand, both the rehash-

bit and the LRU-based scheme show significant improvement over the conventional

direct-mapped cache. Again, the LRU-based scheme has a little edge over the rehash-

bit scheme. Taking 16KB caches as an example, the average memory access times are

equal to 1.521, 1.547, 1.414, and 1.402 cycles for the direct-mapped, the hash-rehash,

the rehash-bit, and the LRU-based caches respectively.

For the SPECfp95 in Figure 2.17, the hit ratios of the hash-rehash scheme are

much worse than those of the direct-mapped caches of the size 16KB and 32KB. This

is because swim and tomcatv have extremely poor hit ratios under the hash-rehash

scheme. It is also observed that the performance improvement of the rehash-bit and

the LRU-based schemes becomes less significant. The main reason is the 2-way set-

associative cache can only marginally improve the hit ratios over the direct-mapped

cache for a majority of the floating-point programs.

4-Way Column-Associative Caches

Comparison of the LRU-based scheme with the index-vector scheme for 4-way

column-associative caches is shown here. Note that since the LRU replacement policy

is used in both schemes, and the most-recently-used line is always swapped to or
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placed into the primary location, the hit ratios to the primary location and the overall

hit ratios of the two schemes are identical. The different hit ratios to three alternative

locations separate the performance of these two schemes as shown in Figure 2.18 and

Figure 2.19. For a majority of the programs, the index-vector scheme provides a

shorter search path. In 8KB caches, for instance, the hit ratios to three alternative

locations for benchmark gcc are 3.11%, 0.68%, and 0.06% under the index-vector

scheme while the hit ratios are 2.69%, 0.86%, and 0.30% under the LRU search

sequence. Similarly for go, the respective hit ratios are 5.84%, 0.95%, 0.05% and

4.31%, 1.86%, 0.67%. The difference between the two schemes is more significant

for swim and tomcatv with 8KB caches. This is due to the fact that the index

vector eliminates useless search. In these programs, the index-vector scheme turns

out to be more effective than the LRU-based scheme which follows MRU to LRU

sequence. Nevertheless, for the rest of the programs, such differences are very minor.

In fact, there are a few programs, such as compress and su2cor, where the LRU-

based search outperforms the index-vector scheme slightly. Also, mixed performance

results between the two cache sizes are observed for benchmarks ijpeg, li, m88ksim,

perl, fpppp, and tomcatv.

The average memory access times of 4-way column-associative caches for the

SPECint95 and the SPECfp95 are plotted in Figure 2.20. For comparison purpose,

the results of the 2-way LRU-based scheme are also included. As can be observed,

the performance of the LRU-based and the index-vector scheme is almost the same

for both the SPECint95 and the SPECfp95. Due to the extra delay in finding the
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Figure 2.20. Average memory access times of column-associative caches

requested line, increasing set-associativity makes very marginal improvement except

for smaller caches. The results also confirm that the column-associative caches show

more performance improvement under the integer programs than under the floating-

point programs.

2.6.4 Data Swapping

Table 2.3 summarizes the estimated timing of the tag and the data paths in the

proposed 8KB and 16KB caches using Cacti [40]. In the simulation, scaling of .5um

technology is assumed. Also, the following assumptions are considered: the line size

is 32 bytes, and 64-bit data are fetched for each memory request. In view of the

current trend, 40-bit physical address size is also assumed. In order to approximate

the delay of the select-bit array, we also simulate the address with only 16 bits. In

this case, the widths of the tag are 3 and 2 bits respectively for the 8KB and 16KB
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Table 2.3. Timing estimation for direct-mapped and set-associative caches (unit: ns)

direct-mapped 2-way 4-way

size addr tag(comp) data(out) tag(comp) data(out) tag(comp) data(out)

8KB 40 bits 3.56 3.54 5.01 3.31 4.98 3.02

16 bits 2.55(.82) 2.69(.33) 3.46(.85) 3.30(.48) 3.52(.88) 3.02(.65)

16KB 40 bits 3.98 3.73 5.44 3.93 5.52 3.74

16 bits 2.85(.78) 2.99(.35) 3.62(.83) 3.92(.54) 3.82(.85) 3.74(.65)

direct-mapped caches. Moreover, the delay of the comparator (comp) on the tag path

and the delay of the output bus driver (out) on the data path are listed separately.

These two delays should be excluded in identifying whether the access of the select-bit

is on the critical path.

Two observations can be found from the estimated results. First, the direct-

mapped tag path is a little bit longer than the 2-way and 4-way set-associative data

paths as highlighted in Table 2.3. Given the fact that the set-associative data path is

not on the critical path, the gap may be a little bigger by further optimizing the data

path. Second, the delay of fetching the select-bit and driving the selection multiplexer

is shorter than fetching the target data out of the data array. As observed, when the

address is reduced to 16 bits, the delay of the direct-mapped tag path becomes much

shorter than the delay of the 2-way set-associative data path. In fact, the select-bit

fetched out-of the select-bit array will drive the multiplexer directly without going

through a comparator as in the normal tag path. As a result, the estimated select-bit

delays are only 1.73(2.55-0.82)ns and 2.07(2.85-0.78)ns for 8KB and 16KB caches. In

contrast, the respective delays of fetching the data without counting the delay of

driving the data to the output bus are about 2.82ns and 3.38ns. From the first-cut
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timing estimation, it is shown that the proposed indirect-access of the data array by

a small select-bit array will not be on the critical path in cache access.

2.7 Summary

Caches are critical components in high-performance processors and multiple-

access caches attempt to achieve high hit ratio while maintaining fast access time.

Three major design issues of multiple-access caches are discussed in this chapter.

Those issues are rehash functions which direct the location of secondary cache ac-

cess, search and replacement algorithm which strive to have lower miss ratio while

minimizing the number of searches, and data swapping issue. New approaches or

solutions to each of the issues are presented and simulations are performed to vali-

date. The evaluation results reveal the followings. More randomized rehash functions

with minimal hardware operations can dramatically reduce cache miss ratios in some

of the scientific programs. The LRU-based multiple-access caches with new search

and replacement algorithm outperform the conventional ones. Even though the im-

provement is not so significant, the new search and replacement algorithm merits its

simplicity and cleanness. Also, comparable performance of the proposed search and

replacement with conventional index-vector scheme for 4-way multiple-access caches

suggests that index vector scheme is not a right direction. Finally, indirect data array

access mechanism can alleviate data swapping overhead without extra cache access

delay.



CHAPTER 3

EARLY-RESOLUTION OF BRANCHES AND LOADS

3.1 Introduction

Processor pipelining overlaps multiple instruction executions by issuing an in-

struction at every cycle. The superscalar microarchitecture with duplicated func-

tional units and their control mechanism, on the other hand, is able to issue more

than one instruction per cycle within a single instruction execution window by ex-

ploiting instruction level parallelism of the application program. However, due to

control and data dependencies in the instruction stream, this conventional approach

can only discover a limited parallelism unless control and data speculation are per-

formed. Therefore, the effectiveness of this approach is constrained by the accuracy

of the speculation [27, 22], and the performance of speculative processors is more

sensitive to the prediction accuracy because the impact of incorrect prediction will

be higher. But, even the very accurate branch prediction schemes [11] show that

the behavior of certain classes of branches is very difficult to predict, and the accu-

racy of load prediction—either load address or load value—is very poor especially for

integer-intensive programs.

In this dissertation, a different direction to achieve high prediction accuracies

for both branch and load instructions is presented. The rationale is to execute the

44
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branch/load instructions early by data-flow link between dependent instructions, and

produce the expected results for prediction values ahead of normal instruction flow.

This new approach dynamically keeps track of producer to consumer relationship by

efficiently building a data-flow graph for prediction.

The performance evaluation using a simple machine model developed on the

top of the Simplescalar simulation tool [6] shows very promising results. For the

selected SPECint95 programs, the prediction accuracy by early resolution of branch

instructions is significantly better than traditional branch prediction and that of load

instructions exhibits accuracy far beyond the existing load address/value prediction

schemes.

3.2 Inherent Limitations of Control and Data Speculation

Processor pipelining overlaps multiple instruction executions by exploiting in-

struction level parallelism to improve CPI or cycle time of computer systems. Fig-

ure 3.1 shows an example of a single-issue 5-stage pipeline and Table 3.1 shows a

sequence of instruction flow in the pipeline. At IF (Instruction Fetch) stage, an in-

struction is fetched and next PC (Program Counter) is determined. ID (Instruction

Decode) stage decodes the fetched instruction and reads register values from register

file. EX (Execution) stage executes the instruction depending on the type of the

instruction. ME (Memory) stage accesses data cache if the instruction needs data

reference. Finally, the result of the instruction is written back to register file at WB

(Write Back) stage.
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As can be seen from Table 3.1, data hazard prevents the next instruction from

being executed since the next instruction depends on the result of the previous in-

struction, and control hazard prohibits the sequentially-fetched next instruction from

being executed since the previous instruction's result can redirect the instruction

sequence. In this figure, specifically, data hazard and control hazard are referred

to as load hazard and branch hazard respectively. Both are classical pipeline haz-

ards that may incur severe penalty in multiple-issue superscalar designs in spite of

the advanced dynamic instruction scheduling and out-of-order execution with high-

performance cache memory to hide the latency. A study by Lipasti and Shen [23]

shows, as shown in Figure 3.2, the diminishing performance returns are occurred in

superscalar processors due to the pipeline dependencies.

Significant progress has been made recently to alleviate the adverse performance

impact due to both control and data dependency. Speculation, which allows the

execution of an instruction with the predicted outcome of the previous instruction,

has been explored to exploit more parallelism. To be more effective by speculation,

however, the accuracy of prediction for the instruction outcome plays a a crucial role

because incorrect speculation involves overhead to recover the machine state.

Various accurate branch path prediction schemes, reaching above 90%, have been

proposed in the studies [42, 26, 25], and they follow the observation that the outcome

of a branch is highly correlated with the previous outcomes of the same branch as well

as the recent outcomes of nearby branches. However, recent studies also show that the

behavior of certain classes of branches is very difficult to predict [11] suggesting the
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Figure 3.1. A simple 5-stage pipeline example [16]

above mentioned correlation-based predictor is closely reached to its upper bound.

For example, elaborate correlation-based predictors such as the 2-level per-address

predictor [43] and hybrid predictor [25] do not work better than the ideal static

predictor on 55% of the branches in the integer-intensive programs of the SPEC95

benchmark suite [37]. Furthermore, about 17% of these branches is not heavily biased

towards either the true or false paths and suffer from high misprediction rate [43].

Load instructions, on the other hand, exhibit inherent source of latency be-

cause the loads need effective address calculation before memory access can start.

Therefore, the load result is available at the later stage of pipeline forcing the load-

dependent instruction be stalled in the pipeline. For example, in Table 3.1, load-

dependent instruction sub at clock 4 needs a stall because the load outcome is not
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Table 3.1. A MIPS [16] instruction sequence and its execution on the pipeline

lw $rl,4($r2)

sub $r3,$rl,$r4

beq $r3,$r0,Target

sw $r3, 4($r2)

# $rl <— memory [4+$r2]

# $r3 <— $rl-$r4

# if ($r3==$r0) goto Target

# memory [4+$r2] <— $r3

Target: add $r5,$r6,$r7

or $r8,$r9,$rl0

# $r5 <— $r6+$r7

# $r8 <— oring of $r9 and $rlO

cycle IF ID EX ME WB remarks

1 lw

2 sub lw

3 beq sub lw load and control dependency

4 beq sub lw sub is stalled(lw forwards $rl to sub)

5 beq sub lw IF is stall(sub forwards $r3 to beq)

6 beq sub determine branch decision

7 add beq sub

8 or add beq

14

12

10

O

c

1 fi• 6
3

4 +

2

16
32

additional gain by speculation

superscalar performance

go m88ksim gcc compress

Figure 3.2. Sustained IPC of superscalar processors(4 to 32 issues) [23].
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ready at this time. The effect of load hazard for the multiple-issue superscalar pro-

cessors is even more significant. Simple hardware scheme such as forwarding does

not solve the load hazard.

In an early work, Hua et al.[18] proposed mechanisms to overlap address gener-

ation with cache access, i.e., prior to the address generation cycle, the base register

contents are used to predict the real index bits needed to access the cache. Austin et

al.[3] suggest another mechanism to predict the cache index bits by simply oring the

index portion of the base address and the offset because the oring can approximate

bit-wide addition of two sources of base and offset. Instead of waiting the result of

the effective address calculation, a newly proposed SAM cache [24] determines cache

hits and misses by the individual base and offset directly to the decoder of the cache

RAM array.

One alternative approach is load address prediction as suggested in the litera-

tures [10, 14, 4]. This approach comes from the conjecture that the load address is

likely to remain the same across the multiple instances of the same load when the data

dependency is maintained through memory. In addition, when the load instruction is

used to access regular data structure such as arrays, the load address tends to change

with a constant stride. The accuracy of load address prediction is relatively high

especially for the floating-point intensive programs because of their uniform memory

access pattern. However, a recent study by Black et al. [5] shows that the accuracy

for the integer-intensive programs is still very poor, only about 51% on the average,

even with a highly sophisticated predictor. These results suggest that a significant
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portion of the loads in the integer-intensive programs encounters irregular address

changes and difficult to predict.

Recently, based on the observation that load values exhibit some locality, Lipasti

et al. [21] and Lipasti and Shen [22] propose predicting the load value of an instruc-

tion using the last load value by the load instruction. This value prediction can be

performed as soon as the load instruction is fetched so that the dependent instruc-

tions can be executed speculatively without any stall. Unfortunately, the studies also

reveal that the accuracy of load value prediction is quite low. Load value prediction

is inherently inaccurate due to lack of correlation between successive load values by

the same instruction. For example, if the address of a specific load remains the same

across multiple executions, we would expect the corresponding memory contents have

been modified. If the address is changed whenever the load is executed, the possi-

bility of obtaining the same value should be very slim. There are certain specific

instances such as sparse matrix computation, register spill code, memory alias reso-

lution, etc., where the loads do exhibit value locality [21]. However, to a large extent,

value locality tends not to be prevalent in general programs.

As described above, the IPC is limited to a very small number even in very wide-

issue superscalar processors due to the pipeline dependencies as shown in Figure 3.2.

In order to overcome this limitation, speculative execution is widely accepted in

modern microprocessor design. However, the accuracy of speculation for branches

is very close to its upper bound in current elaborate branch predictors and that of

loads is very poor because of program behavior. Thus, in spite of many efforts to
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reduce latency by branch and load instructions, the performance penalty can still be

severe especially in multiple-issue processors. In this chapter, a different direction to

improve IPC is presented by achieving high prediction accuracies for both branch and

load instructions which are suppose to be executed speculatively. The rationale is to

execute the branch/load instructions early by a data-flow graph between producer

and consumer which has been established over the program execution, and produce

the expected results ahead of normal instruction flow.

3.3 Architectures to Improve IPC

There have been several advanced microarchitecture proposals to improve the

IPC for future microprocessors. A brief survey of the proposals is explained in this

section.

The advanced superscalar processors [27], for handling wide-issue of 16 to 32

instructions, use trace cache to utilize a logically contiguous instruction sequences

and multi-hybrid branch predictor to aid context switching and indirect jumps. The

super-speculative processor [23] enhances the wide-issue superscalar processor with

aggressive data speculation to break the data dependence chain and to alleviate the

load stalls. The idea of the super-speculative processor comes from the observation

that producer instructions in the dependency chains create highly predictable values

allowing consumer instructions to speculate with the predicted values. The trace

or multi-scalar processor [36, 35] breaks the program into traces or tasks. Multiple

hardware cores execute multiple traces in parallel to achieve high IPCs. Register

data-flow is maintained by sending register results from the producer tasks to the
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consumer tasks, while memory data-flow is speculative until the store and the load

addresses are available from the producer and consumer tasks. The simultaneous

multi-threaded processor [9] shares an aggressive pipeline among multiple tasks to

utilize the pipeline efficiently. It actually combines the idea of wide-issue superscalar

and multi-threaded processors, and attempts to issue multiple instructions from mul-

tiple threads in a single cycle. Chip multiprocessors [15] implement multiprocessors

on a single chip and run parallel programs or multiple independent tasks on these

processors. Chip multiprocessors can be underutilized if a program does not exhibit

sufficient parallelism. Finally, the vector IRAM processor [28] couples vector proces-

sor with high-bandwidth and low latency DRAM on the same chip to achieve high

performance.

The data-flow computation model has been around for more than 20 years [8].

The basic data-flow concept has been applied in a recent work for prefetching the

link-based data structures [30]. The link-based data access, also known as the pointer

chasing problem, creates a sequence of loads which has tight register data-flow depen-

dencies between each other. The proposed method builds dynamic data dependence

list among the link-based data structures. The dependence-based prefetch can be

triggered based on the existing list. To overcome the limitation of correlation-based

branch prediction schemes, Farcy el al. [12] used a similar method for branch resolu-

tion.

The decoupled access/execute architecture [34] separates memory access unit

from the normal execution unit. Two separate instruction streams are generated by
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the compiler, one for memory access and the other for data manipulation. Hardware

send/receive queues are used to satisfy the memory data dependencies between two

instruction streams. In this design, it is conceivable that the memory access stream

can run ahead of the execution stream to hide the load latency without encountering

the constraint imposed by a single execution window.

3.4 The Proposed Microarchitecture

There are two sources of data dependencies during the execution of a program.

The first is through registers and it is commonly referred to as register data-flow,

the second is through memory and also known as memory data-flow. With regard

to the register data-flow, the branch outcome and the load address are likely to be

changed when the corresponding source operand registers or the base/index registers

are updated. Therefore, a straightforward approach for reducing the stalls caused

by branches and loads is to re-evaluate the branch condition and re-calculate the

load address upon an update of their source registers. The memory data-flow, on

the other hand, can only affect the load results and can be detected by matching

the current load address with the outstanding store addresses. In principal, a load

may be triggered upon the completion of the nearest store that addresses the same

memory location but the load can generally skip memory read operation by receiving

the results forwarded by a store instruction.

Early execution of an instruction can be initiated beyond the normal execution

window if the dynamic register and memory data-flow links have been established

from the instruction that updates a register or memory location to the branch or the
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load instruction that uses the new value. This is similar to the data-flow principle in

that an instruction is triggered whenever its operands are ready [8]. As a result, the

branch outcome and the load value may be available before the respective instructions

are actually ready to be issued according to program order.

A newly proposed microarchitecture in this dissertation employs three data

structures to establish the register data-flow links and to trigger the branch/load

instructions early. Such links are built dynamically based on the recent execution

paths. The Register Update Table (RUT) remembers the instruction address where

the most recent update to each register took place. So, the size of RUT is the same

as the register file. The Data-flow Link Table (DLT) records the data-flow links that

connect more recently executed instructions, which participate register update, to a

branch or load instruction where the updated register is used as one of the source

registers. Finally, the Early-triggered Reservation Buffer (ERB) serves as the reser-

vation station for both renaming the destination registers and initiating the execution

of the early-triggered instructions when the source operands are ready. It also acts

as a reorder buffer to save the results temporarily for the early-triggered instructions

and to handle the recovery when a mis-triggered instruction is identified.

The algorithm for building the dynamic register data-flow links works as follows.

When an instruction that involves an update of a register is decoded, the current

instruction address is recorded into the RUT to replace the previous instruction

address where the same register was updated. When a branch or a load instruction is

decoded, the register data-flow link needs to be built and recorded in the DLT if such
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a link does not already exist. The source of the link can be fetched from the RUT

using the source operand register ID of the branch/load instruction. The destination

of the link is simply the location of the respective branch/load in the instruction

cache (I-cache). Note that there can be either one or two links depending on the

number of operands in a branch/load instruction.

Early resolution of branch/load involves several steps. First, the data-flow links

must be built as described earlier. Second, when a register-update instruction is

fetched, the DLT is looked up simultaneously. The links found in the DLT are used

not only to fetch the dependent branch/load instruction from the I-cache but also

to trigger the instruction. In case the ERB is full, the early-triggered instruction

at the Least-Recently-Used (LRU) position is replaced. With this mechanism, the

branch/load instructions can be executed whenever the required operands are ready.

Third, upon the completion of an early-triggered branch/load instruction, the early

execution result is simply saved in the respective entry in the ERB and marked as

ready. The respective entry of the ERB renames the destination register effectively.

If a branch/load instruction has been issued by the normal issuing logic, the result is

also moved to a proper entry in the regular reorder buffer to allow the branch/load

instruction to be committed in program order.

Finally, when a branch/load instruction is fetched according to the program or-

der, the ERB is accessed simultaneously. The branch/load instruction is decoded and

issued normally if it misses the ERB. If the instruction is found in the ERB and the

result is marked as ready, the branch outcome or load value can be obtained directly
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Figure 3.3. Block diagram of proposed microarchitecture
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as if it is coming from the branch prediction logic or the load value prediction table.

As a result, the branch outcome can be predicted more precisely and the instructions

that depend on the load value can be issued without any stall. If the early-triggered

branch instruction has not reached the completion stage, the normal branch predic-

tion outcome is used to fetch the subsequent instructions and the prediction can be

verified by the outcome of the early-triggered branch evaluation. For a load, an en-

try in the reorder buffer is allocated to accept the data from the early-triggered load.

The early-triggered instruction is dropped from the ERB after it is executed normally

according to program order. Note that although the branch/load instruction may be

triggered beyond the normal execution window, all the instructions are committed

in program order to preserve precise interrupts and to simplify recovery handling.

A block diagram of the proposed microarchitecture is presented in Figure 3.3.

The newly proposed processor relies on a regular superscalar pipeline to handle the

actual execution of the instructions. To use the available instruction slots more effec-

tively, the architecture includes an additional Early-Triggering Engine (ET-Engine)

that enables instructions to be executed as soon as the operands are available. There

are three major functional units in the ET-Engine. The Early Dispatch Unit trig-

gers an execution of the branch/load early from the I-cache indexed by the register

data-flow links in the DLT. An entry is allocated in the ERB for the early-triggered

instruction. The Early Dispatch Unit also schedules the instruction to the functional

units once the required operands are ready. In addition, when the early-triggered

instruction is fetched in program order, the Early Dispatch Unit searches the ERB
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and merges the result into the reorder buffer. The ERB entry is freed afterwards.

The Data-flow Link Unit searches the DLT and the RUT to establish the register

data-flow links for the branch/load instructions. Finally, the Data Dependence Unit

compares the early-triggered load addresses with the store address available in the

order of program execution. When a match is found, the data obtained from the

early-triggered load are replaced with the store data.

3.4.1 A Detailed Example

Figure 3.4 illustrates how the RUT, the DLT, and the ERB operate for early

resolution of branch/load with a simple program segment. A simple loop example

in the figure is extracted from some of the source codes of gcc in the SPECint95

benchmark suite. The RUT maintains the instruction addresses where the most

recent updates of the respective registers have taken place. For example, register $3

is first updated by the second instruction addu (2), then updated again by the fifth

instruction addu (5). The latter update is reflected in the RUT by replacing the

previous instruction address addu (2) with the new instruction address addu (5) in

the RUT entry of register $3.

Both the DLT and the ERB are searched at the instruction fetch cycle. The size

and set-associativity of the two tables depend largely on the performance evaluation

results. When Ibu (4) is first executed, there is no previous link pointing to this

instruction. As a result, based on the last update of the source register $3, a link

(2) ~> (A) is entered into the DLT(the same steps for a link (2) -> (4) are occurred

earlier). However, this link may not have any effect since the instruction addu (2)
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RUT (Register Update Table)

I* Source code from c-lex.c */

for(cp = token_buffer+l; cp<p; cp++)

*wp = *cp, wp+=WCHAR_BYTES;

$0

$1

$2

$3 0 (5)

(1) lw $18, token_buffer

(2) addu $3, $18,

1

(3) bgeu $3,$21,L2 V

DLT (Data-flow Link Table)

X
(4) LI: Ibu $10,0($3)

(5) addu $3, $3,1

(6) sb $10, 0($16)

(7) addu $16, $16, 2
j

(8) bltu $3, $21, LI

(9) lw $18,token_buffer

(5)
—

*(8),(4)

(2) —(3), (4)

(7) —(6)

ERB (Early-triggered Resolution Buffer)

(10) L2:

(4)
j

Ibu : $3 ! 0
j
addr I value i flag

(8) bltu $3 $21: addr ! result I flag

Figure 3.4. Example of early resolution of branches and loads

does not have a chance to be executed again to trigger Ibu (4). When addu (5) is

first executed, the RUT is updated and this allows the new link (5) -> (4) to be built

when Ibu (4) is executed again. Such a link will trigger Ibu (4) earlier when addu (5)

is encountered again. Similarly, the link (5) ->• (8) is built to allow early-triggering

of bltu (8) by addu (5).

The early-triggered Ibu (4) allocates an entry in the ERB. Upon the completion

of addu (5), Ibu (4) moves forward to the execution stage. The scheduling of bltu (8)
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is different because it has two source registers. Although bltu (8) can be triggered by

addu (5) in this example, it will never have a chance to be executed early because

it must wait for the second operand. This situation can be avoided by recording the

status of required operands for the early-triggered branch/load instructions. When

bltu (8) is fetched normally in program order, a search through the ERB can confirm

that the instruction has been triggered. In this case, a special condition is recorded

for bltu (8) if the flag in the ERB indicates that one of the operand has never been

encountered. When bltu (8) is triggered again in the future, it can be executed once

register $3 is available.

Early-triggered load may violate memory data-flow. For instance, it is conceiv-

able that the store address at sb (6) may match the load address of the early-triggered

Ibu (4). In this case, the load value may be incorrect due to the data dependency. A

straightforward solution is to search the ERB when the store address is available from

the normal pipeline. The store data are forwarded to the entry with the matched

load to replace the incorrect load data. It is also possible to verify potential data

dependency violation early by triggering the address computation of sb (6). The

instruction sb (6) can be triggered by the register data-flow link from addu (7) as

shown in the DLT of Figure 3.4.

3.4.2 Implementation Issues

There are several important implementation issues that need to be studied care-

fully. These issues are explained as follows.
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Accuracy of Triggering: The data-flow link is built dynamically based on the

current execution path, which may or may not be repeated. As a result, a branch/load

can be mis-triggered. There are three types of inaccurate triggers.

First, an early-triggered branch/load may never be encountered in the normal

execution path. This situation may happen during the execution of a program loop.

For instance, in the example of Figure 3.4, the early-triggered Ibu (4) beyond the last

iteration causes an unnecessary load. The same situation may also be encountered

in procedure calls and returns.

Second, due to the dynamic execution paths, the instruction that triggers a

branch/load based on the existing data-flow link may not be the instruction that

makes the last update to the respective source register. One simple way to verify

the correctness is to compare the results of the early execution with the results of

the normal execution. However, this requires that the early-triggered instruction be

executed twice. A better solution is to save the source register contents in the ERB

when an instruction is early-triggered. When a branch/load instruction is ready to

be issued in program order, the register contents in the ERB are compared with the

current register contents. The early execution is nullified if a mismatch is found.

Third, there are cases where a branch/load cannot be triggered because the

source registers are not modified between different execution instances, implying

that the branch outcome or load address remains the same. Such branch/load is

clearly good candidates for branch prediction or address/value prediction. With the

dynamic register data-flow links, it is possible to identify this type of load/branch
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more accurately. When a load is fetched that does not exist in the ERB, a link is

established in the DLT. If the same link already exists, this load becomes a candidate

for address or value prediction. For branches, the normal branch prediction logic can

be used to predict the outcome for the branches that are absent from the ERB. We

will show the accuracy of early-triggering of branch/load since it plays a crucial role

in the proposed new microarchitecture.

Timing of Early-Triggering: The effectiveness of early-triggering of branch/load

depends on the amount of time available for resolving them. In general, early-

triggering is most effective if all the branches/loads can be resolved accurately right

before they are fetched and issued in program order. However, this may not always

be the case in realistic program code. For example, given the fact that the number

of architecturally-defined registers is very limited, the compiler usually tries to min-

imize the distance between the source and the destination of the register data-flow

link to free the registers sooner so as to reduce the spilling of registers. Even worse,

as described earlier, it is likely that the load instruction, whose role is to restore the

register contents, may not have a chance to be triggered early since the base register

contents remain unchanged.

When the results of an instruction cannot be produced in time by early-triggering,

one possible hardware solution is allowing the evaluation of its source operands to be

triggered early. For instance, in the example illustrated in Figure 3.4, if the early-

triggered Ibu (4) does not produce the load data in time, the source of the data-flow

link, addu (5), can be allowed to trigger itself by establishing a new data-flow link
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from itself. The completion of addu (5) can further trigger bltu (8) and Ibu (4).

As a result, the early-triggering can move further ahead with respect to the normal

execution window. However, this aggressive demand-driven data-flow execution can

produce multiple instances of the same instruction in the ERB. Proper tagging of

those instructions is necessary to maintain the data dependence correctly. In addi-

tion, limitations have to be imposed on this aggressive data-flow execution to keep

the hardware complexity manageable.

Amount of Extra Traffic: The best scenario of the architecture is to imagine the

precise early-triggering for the instruction that is soon to be executed by normal

program order. But, the program behaviors, such as multiple path executions and

inter-procedure calls, potentially incur extra or useless executions of loads/branches.

For example, the multiple links which were built by case statements in C programming

language as consumers will cause redundant early-triggering. A careful and clever

treatment for the multiple paths need to be considered. The procedure call related

issue is discussed in section 3.4.3.

Hardware Resources: The effectiveness of the proposed microarchitecture also

depends heavily on the available hardware resources. For instance, additional data

cache ports may be needed to accommodate the early-triggered loads. In addition,

this newly proposed processor may require additional functional units, especially

when the early-triggering of operand evaluation for the branch/load instructions is

permitted. Chip area is also needed to implement the RUT, the DLT, and the

ERB. The performance impact of the size and topology of the DLT and the ERB
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needs careful evaluation. In general, a bigger DLT can maintain more register data-

flow links and, therefore, trigger more branches/loads. However, it may keep the

out-of-date links longer and increase the chances of mis-triggering. A larger ERB

should produce better performance by reducing the likelihood that an early-triggered

execution result will be replaced before it is actually used.

3.4.3 Optimizations for Register Restore

In a typical procedure call convention, a subset of the registers have to be saved

and restored by the caller and callee routines. At procedure invocation, a stack frame

is created not only for saving the required registers and the local variables but also

for passing parameters. At procedure return, all the saved registers are restored and

the stack frame is squashed. This save and restore of registers create artificial data

dependencies that can greatly affect the accuracy and effectiveness of early triggering

of branch/load instructions in the proposed processor.

Figure 3.5 illustrates an example of procedure call from a benchmark go. Both

procedures check-threatened() and fixurgdefarmiesQ call the same procedure killistQ

during execution. As a result, links are established in the DLT to reflect the flow of

data from the last update of the stack pointer $sp. The last update of $sp in killistQ

frees the stack frame, and a sequence of Iw instructions in both checkJhreatenedQ and

fixurgdefarmiesQ restores the respective register contents. These are indicated by the

dashed arrows in Figure 3.5. In reality, only the restorations of the calling procedure

should be triggered early. Therefore, the artificial data-flow links seriously reduce the

accuracy of the early-triggering mechanism. This situation is exacerbated further
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check_threatened(): fixurgdefarmies():

addiu $sp, $sp, -88

sw $ra, 84($sp)

sw $s8, 80($sp)

sw $s7, 76($sp)

jal killist

lw $ra, 84($sp)

lw $s8, 80($sp)

lw $s7, 76($sp)

addiu $sp, $sp, 88

jr $ra

addiu $sp, $sp, -64

sw $ra, 60($sp)

sw $s8, 56($sp)

sw $s7, 52($sp)

jal killist

lw $ra, 60($sp)

lw $s8, 56($sp)

lw $s7, 52($sp)

addiu $sp, $sp, 64

jr $ra

killist():

addiu $sp, $sp, -8

/ addiu $sp, $sp, 8

/,' jr $ra

Figure 3.5. Procedure call example from go

when several procedures alternately invoke killist() because the links for a calling

procedure may be replaced prematurely by more recent caller links. Such artificial

data-flow links also exist in other registers. In fact, it applies to any spill code that

saves and restores registers. Because of the frequency of procedure invocation, some

specific optimizations will be required, which can be applied to the restoration of

registers in these situations.

In this proposed processor, the destination registers are renamed using the ERB.

Therefore, as indicated by the solid arrows in Figure 3.5, the restoration of registers

can be triggered immediately after the registers are saved on the stack frame. In order

to establish the correct link, the address of the instruction that updates the $sp is

pushed onto a separate stack, called link stack, when a procedure call is encountered.
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Upon returning from the procedure, the instruction address at the top of the link

stack is popped and used to update the corresponding entry for the $sp in the RUT.

If the same procedure is called more than once in a nested fashion, the same set

of loads for restoring the registers may have been early-triggered multiple times to

restore the registers from different stack frames. In order to accommodate multiple

triggerings of the same instruction in the ERB, each procedure invocation is colored.

The color or stack depth can be maintained as a simple up-down counter that is

incremented on procedure calls and decremented on procedure returns. In addition

to the instruction address, the color needs to be matched when a search is initiated

for the early-triggered instructions in the ERB.

While such an early restoration of the registers into the ERB eliminates the load

delays associated with register restoration, it requires that the ERB be sufficiently

large to hold the different register values especially for deep recursive calls. One

technique for alleviating the ERB space requirement is to defer the early triggering

of restorations when the stack depth exceeds a threshold. When this happens, the

restorations at a given stack level are not triggered before the next level is invoked,

instead, the restorations are initiated when the next level returns. If the link stack

contains the value of the stack pointer in addition to the address of the instruction,

the restorations can be triggered several levels ahead by using the stack pointer

information of top few entries in the link stack.
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3.5 Strength of The Proposed Architecture

The proposed microarchitecture establishes a new microarchitecture paradigm

by providing an efficient way to enlarge the instruction execution window effectively

with minimal additional requirements on both original instruction fetch unit and

issue unit. Based on data-flow ideas, the new processor is able to trigger criti-

cal branch/load instructions beyond the current instruction window. If the early-

triggered branch/load instruction is still on the critical execution path, the instruc-

tion that initiates the trigger can also be triggered early. However, in contrast to the

pure data-flow machines, the demand-driven execution model in the proposed archi-

tecture is selectively applied to those instructions that are on the critical execution

path in order to bound the hardware complexity. The non-critical instructions are

executed normally in the regular instruction window. Although, the early resolution

of branch/load is emphasized in this dissertation, the new microarchitecture can be

easily generalized to allow other instructions to be triggered whenever its operands

are ready.

The proposed processor is able to accomplish the demand-driven execution with-

out any special support from the programming language or compiler. The register

data-flow links are established dynamically by the hardware. The memory data-flow

dependencies are checked at run time to allow early-triggering of loads. Although

the new processor does not provide multiple virtual register sets as is common in the

multi-threaded approaches, it performs register renaming aggressively on the early-

triggered instructions to eliminate any name dependencies effectively on the critical
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execution path. In addition, by restoring the register contents into the ERB early,

the new processor minimizes the adverse impact of saving and restoring registers

efficiently for procedure invocation.

The dynamic data-flow links and the ERB provide an additional benefit by iden-

tifying the loads with a constant address across different execution instances. These

are the loads that are suppose to be predicted precisely by address/value prediction.

An optimistic approach is to invoke address/value prediction whenever the load is

not found in the ERB. A more conservative way is to resort to address/value predic-

tion only when a link is present in the DLT but the instruction is absent from the

ERB. By using address/value prediction only for those loads that are likely to benefit

from address/value predictor, a majority of correct predictions may be captured with

smaller prediction tables. In addition, the number of mis-predictions can be reduced

drastically.

3.6 Performance Evaluation

Given the fact that the accuracy of early-triggering of branch/load plays a vital

role in determining how viable the newly proposed architecture is, the primary focus

is to find out the the correct triggers and the useless branches/loads produced by

early-triggerings. In addition, the comparison of the correct early loads is shown

under the new microarchitecture with the stride-based last-address and last-value

prediction results. Furthermore, the branch prediction accuracy with/without the

proposed early-resolution mechanism is also provided.
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3.6.1 Simulation Model

The simulation model in this section is built upon the Simplescalar tool set [6]

version 2.0. The Simplescalar architecture is a close derivative of the MIPS-IV ar-

chitecture [19]. A fast functional simulator was used for the purpose this simulation.

The new microarchitecture model is built around the Simplescalar instruction inter-

preter. After the simulator interprets each instruction, the necessary steps such as

updating the RUT, building the data-flow links to the DLT, and early-triggerings

of branch/load into the ERB are performed. In case that the instruction is a

branch/load, the search through the ERB determines the hit/miss, and also de-

termines whether the normal branch or the load address/value prediction is needed.

The Simplescalar tool set comes with precompiled-compiled binaries of the

SPEC95 benchmark suite. Seven integer programs, compress, gcc, go, li, m88ksim,

perl, and vortex, are selected to drive our proposed model. For each application, a

warm up of first 200 million instructions is made for all the buffers and tables. After

a warm up, the statistics based on the simulation of another 200 million instructions

are collected. In this simulation, various sizes and the set-associativities of the DLT

and the ERB are investigated. Both the DLT and the ERB are varied from 64 to 512

entries with the set-associativities from 4 to 16. In large configuration, both the DLT

and the ERB are 16-way set-associative with 512 entries, while in small configuration,

the two tables are still organized as a 16-way set-associative with 128 entries.
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Figure 3.6. Functional block diagram of simulation model

In the simulation model, a 64-entry link stack is constructed to handle the

nested and recursive calls. In addition, the gshare/bimodal hybrid branch predic-

tion scheme with 2K-entry for each branch history table is constructed. The hybrid

branch predictor is used only when a branch instruction misses the ERB. Moreover,

the load address and the load value prediction tables are implemented to capture the

loads which miss the ERB. For comparison purpose, stand-alone stride-based last

address/value prediction mechanisms are considered. Both prediction tables contain

2K entries with 16-way set-associativity. The functional blocks of the new microar-

chitecture model in this simulation are illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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3.6.2 Evaluation Result and Discussion

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 summarize the accuracy of the early-triggered loads.

The shaded regions represent the percentages of loads that are correctly triggered.

The white regions on the top of the shaded regions, on the other hand, indicate

the correct addresses or values predicted additionally by the respective prediction

tables. The accuracy of stand-alone stride-based address/value prediction is also

presented for comparison purpose. Figure 3.9 shows relative accuracy of stand-alone

address predictor and address predictor with the ERB which performs prediction

when a miss occurs in the ERB. Two important observations can be found from the

figure. First, the early resolution mechanism produces significantly higher correct

load addresses/values than the stand-alone prediction methods. For instance, the

percentages of correct load values for compress, gcc, go, li, m88ksim, perl, and vortex

are about 83%, 75%, 69%, 93%, 86%, 86%, and 79% respectively for small DLT/ERB

configuration. For large configuration with 4 times bigger DLT/ERB, the respective

accuracies become 83%, 80%, 75%, 95%, 95%, 86%, and 84%. Without the early-

triggering mechanism, the value prediction accuracies based on the last value are only

about 83%, 47%, 37%, 40%, 77%, 61%, and 58% for seven workloads.

Second, the percentages of correct hit ratios to the ERB are not very high rang-

ing about 40% to 80% in large configuration. This is due to the fact that a significant

amount of the loads cannot be triggered early. Since those load addresses are likely

unchanged across different execution instances, the correct address prediction for

those loads is very high as shown in Figure 3.9. In this figure, each bar shows the
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Figure 3.7. The accuracy of early resolution of loads for small configuration

Figure 3.8. The accuracy of early resolution of loads for large configurati
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Figure 3.9. Load address prediction with/without early triggers

ratios of the total address prediction, the prediction table hits, and the correct ad-

dress prediction with/without the early resolution scheme. Under the early-triggering

scheme, only those loads that miss the ERB will access the prediction table. Both

schemes show high hit ratios to the prediction table. However, the correct address

prediction rates are much lower in stand-alone address predictor suggesting that the

load addresses are usually changed across different execution instances. The correct

prediction ratios with the ERB are improved for all the workloads, especially for

compress, li, m88ksim, and perl.

Figure 3.10 compares the branch resolution accuracy with/without the early-

triggering mechanism. Again, the early resolution of branches can achieve a signifi-

cantly higher accuracy than that of the hybrid prediction scheme. Although the ERB

can capture only about 60% to 90% of branches, it is able to resolve a significant
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Figure 3.10. The accuracy of early resolution of branches

amount of incorrectly-predicted branches. As a result, about 5%, 5%, 13%, 4%, 1%,

1%, and 1% improvement in absolute ratios can be observed for seven workloads with

large ERB. For branches, the differences of the overall prediction accuracy between

large and small configurations are very minor. This is due to the fact that the ad-

ditional misses with small ERB can be predicted mostly by the hybrid prediction

scheme.

Early-triggering of the branch/load may generate extra instruction execution

because some of the early-triggered branches/loads may not have a chance to be

used, and some of the branches/loads can be mis-triggered with incorrect operands.

Figure 3.11 shows the amount of loads generated by the early-triggering mechanism.

There are three conditions where a load is fetched in the program order. First, the

load is already triggered correctly with the result in the ERB. Second, the load is
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Figure 3.11. The extra loads due to early triggers

triggered incorrectly with a mismatched operand in the ERB. In this case, the load

must be executed again. Third, the load misses the ERB and must be issued and

executed. The incorrectly triggered loads are executed twice as shown in the figure. In

addition, there are certain amount of early loads that are either never encountered in

the normal execution or replaced before they are fetched in the order of the program.

This category of loads is classified as the useless trigger in the figure.

There are several reasons why early-triggering mechanism exhibits relatively

large amount of extra traffics which can be a negative impact of the proposed ar-

chitecture. First, the data flow links from the DLT will trigger all the dependent

loads/branches from the previously learned paths. Among the early-triggered instruc-

tions, only the instructions in a specific path are consumed by the normal program

execution and the remaining instructions in the different paths are not used until
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they are being replaced. Figure 3.12 shows an example where the case mentioned

above can happen. In the figure, the links from two paths, path-0 and path-1, are

built by an instruction "add $16, $9, $10" and all the dependent links will be early

triggered causing the early-triggered instructions of one path not to be used. This

situation occurs mostly in loads. It seems difficult to resolve this path problem in a

clean way, but a possible solution is to add a very small early-triggered load buffer

with 8 to 16 entries. The small load buffer will cover most of references in multiple

paths because of program locality.

Second, the processor register convention across procedure calls contributes the

useless links. For example, if a register value must be preserved across the procedure

call, it is possible that the callee produces spill code for the registers. This convention

can create two links for the consumer, i.e., one from the caller and the other from

the callee. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.13. In the figure, the link between

funcJ to func-0 is created uselessly because of spill code. In fact, the link within a

function funcO itself is sufficient. A straightforward solution of code spilling problem

is not to build a link if the scope of a producer and a consumer is not the same for

the registers whose values need to be preserved across procedure calls.

Third, since two-source-operand instruction can have two producer links, two

early triggers for a consumer instruction are generated before they are actually be-

ing used. Two-source-operand problem occurs mostly in branch instructions in our

simulation model. To cure the problem, we only need to build one link from the

most-recent producer. A FIFO queue, with the size equivalent to the number of
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Figure 3.12. Extra traffic due to multiple paths
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Figure 3.13. Extra traffic due to spill code

registers in a processor, is only necessary to identify relative time order of two source

operands. From the relative time-stamp, only one producer can have a link to the

consumer.

3.7 Summary

A new microarchitecture is proposed in this chapter to overcome the limited

ILP (Instruction Level Parallelism) which can cause diminishing performance result

in the multiple-issue processors. The direction to overcome the limited ILP in this
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study is pursued by alleviating branch and load hazards because they are the major

sources of the limitation. To be effective, prediction-based speculative execution of

instruction demands very high prediction accuracies for both branches and loads.

The techniques of early-resolution for branch and load outcomes are presented. The

idea of early-resolution is realized by building data-flow link between the the producer

and consumer instructions. Throughout the simulation, the early-resolution of branch

and load instructions with data-flow link provides prediction accuracy far beyond the

existing prediction methods. Several implementation issues are discussed to fully

utilize the idea of the early-resolution of branches and loads. The timing of early-

triggering needs special attention among the implementation issues.



CHAPTER 4

LINK-BASED HYBRID LOAD-ADDRESS PREDICTOR

4.1 Introduction

A big picture of the early-resolution of branches and loads in the previous chapter

can be narrowed to a specific domain such as load address prediction. Because

predicting load-address and speculating the load instruction early in the processor

pipeline is a way of reducing the load latency problem and improving IPC.

Load-address prediction technique started with a simple pattern analysis study.

Stride-based address predictor [10] observes that next address can be predicted cor-

rectly if the difference between two previous addresses is a constant in a static load

instruction. Stride-based predictor is very effective for scientific programs in which

regular memory accesses such as arrays are dominant. Since memory access patterns

of integer-intensive programs are not as regular as scientific programs, context-based

predictor [31] is introduced to learn non-uniform patterns and attempts to predict

addresses by the patterns seen in the past. The prediction accuracies by these pre-

dictors for integer-intensive programs, however, are still very low. More recently a

hybrid scheme [4], which combines both stride-based and context-based predictors,

was proposed not only to achieve better address prediction accuracy but also to re-

duce mis-prediction overhead. In spite of the effort in the hybrid scheme, about

79
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one-third of load addresses is not correctly predicted due to the randomness of the

load address patterns.

Because the early-resolution technique which is discussed in Chapter 3 does not

rely on any pattern of the previous addresses, the technique can be easily applied to

capture those unpredictable addresses by the conventional predictors. The rational

of link-based predictor, which adopts the early-resolution technique in Chapter 3, is

explained and validated throughout the simulation in this chapter.

4.2 Load-Address Prediction Schemes

Stride-based predictor [10] provides a prediction address if the addresses in a

static load instruction have a constant stride. For example, a sequence of load ad-

dresses seen in the past is 100-132-164, it is reasonable to guess that the next address

is 164 (last address) + 32(stride). Last-address predictor can be considered as a spe-

cial case of stride 0. Stride-based predictor works well for scientific programs in which

regular memory accesses are dominant.

Context-base predictors [31, 31], in an attempt to adapt irregular load address

patterns, match recent value history or context with the previous value histories and

predict values based on the values learned previously. For example, if a sequence of

values learned in the past is 100-117-121-127-111-100-117-121-127, which entails no

stride, then the value 127 is predicted in a context history of 100-117-121 because the

sequence is shown before. Figure 4.1 illustrates a two-level context-based predictor:

the first level table memorizes context seen in the past and the second level table

maintains expected value right after a particular context. Compressing the necessary
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Figure 4.1. Context-based predictor

information of the context is usually made to record the context in first level history

table by applying a hash function. The second level table maintains value which can

be indexed by the first level context table. A hysteresis mechanism is employed in

the second level table for both certainty of prediction and replacement of an entry.

The idea of hybrid predictor originates from a study by McFarling [25] which

combines two or more predictor components and selects one component dynamically

depending on accuracy of each prediction instance. General concept of hybrid pre-

dictor is to fully exploiting each component predictor since each component predictor

works best in a certain region of the program execution.

Correlated hybrid load-address predictor (CAP), which combines stride-based

and context-based predictors, is recently proposed by Beckerman et al. [4]. The CAP

is proposed by the observation that load base addresses entail certain patterns in

integer programs such as pointer chasing and tree traversal for which last address

PC
context
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predictor or stride predictor is hard to predict load address. The CAP still adopts

stride-based predictor as a base component because stride-based predictor is cost-

effective especially for scientific programs and some of integer programs. The CAP

chooses a prediction address by either stride-based or context-based component, and

the actual speculation of a load instruction is determined by its confidence mecha-

nism.

Beckerman et al. [4] observed that a large number of unpredictable load ad-

dresses by stride-based predictor has a repeating pattern and exhibits a certain

global correlation out of static load instructions. For example, there exists a repeat-

ing pattern in the link-list data structure for which conventional address predictors

are known to be very inaccurate, and a global load address sequences can be seen

as only constant-offset difference while the base addresses show a certain pattern.

Another effort they considered in the load-address prediction is to avoid possible

mis-predictions by additional confidence mechanism. So, they rebuild context-based

predictor to reflect the observations they found and use the idea of hybrid predic-

tor [25] resulting a significant of improvement of load address prediction compare to

the previously-proposed address prediction schemes.

Even though they show that a 67% of all loads can be predicted while maintain-

ing the miss prediction rate close to 1%, the remaining 33% of load references is still

cannot be captured by the CAP. Those unpredictable load addresses are inherently

so random that the CAP avoids prediction to reduce overhead of mis-prediction.

The randomness may be occasional meaning that it can be seen as a glitch in the
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previously studied pattern of load base address, hence forcing the predictor not to

speculate. The glitch may even corrupt the previously studied pattern. The random-

ness can also be uniform in a static load instruction, in other words, the load base

address pattern is so random in nature that past history of base address is hard to

construct.

4.3 Link-based Load Address Prediction

For about one-third of unpredictable load references by the CAP, our link-based

technique with early resolution of load address can be able to produce highly accurate

prediction address. The reason is that the link-based predictor provides prediction

address for load reference using current information instead of past history informa-

tion of load base as in the CAP. So, regardless of randomness of load address patterns,

a highly accurate address can be predicted once a link between a register update and

a load has been established. The distance from base updater and load instruction,

however, is a major factor which will affect the overall performance improvement by

the link-based scheme.

Figure 4.2 illustrates with an example how link-based scheme can accurately

predict load address while other schemes cannot easily do. Figure 4.2 contains a

function mrglist, which is from go in SPECint95, and its corresponding MIPS assem-

bler code. At the beginning of the function, mrglistf) checks whether *list2 is EOL

by executing line (7) of the assembler code. The line (7) of the assembler code is a

load reference whose base address in a register $5 is set by the caller of the function

mrglistQ. Predicting load address at line (7) by either stride-based or context-based
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int mrglist(int listl, int* list2) {

register int ptrl, ptr2, count, temp, temp2;

count = 0;

if (listl == EOL) return(O);

if([*list2f== EOL) {

}

register $5 is set by caller

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

mrglist: addiu $29, $29, -16

addu $11, $0, $0

addiu $2,$0, 13594

bne $4, $2, eol_hst2

addu $2, $0, $0

j end_mglist

eol list2: lw $9, 0($5)

end_mglist: addiu $29, $29, 1

6

jr $31

Figure 4.2. An example for which link-based scheme predicts accurately

scheme is not successful because a linked list Ust2 is dynamically allocated entity

and the list is now being started to be probed. Context-based scheme may be able

to predict correctly for the subsequent load addresses from this point on. In other

words, because line (7) is the starting point of a context a few more following load

addresses are needed to construct a pattern and predict load address afterwards if

the pattern was seen before. The link-based predictor, however, does not rely on

either previous history or pattern. As shown in Figure 4.2, the link-based predictor
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if an instruction is load

look up predictor table

if the CAP is confident

select either stride-based or context-base prediction address

else

use link-based prediction address if link exists

update DLT

for any register update instruction

update RUT

if a link exists

update base value in predictor table indexed by DLT

Figure 4.3. Link-based predictor algorithm

can predict accurately using the base address update instruction of (7) in the caller

site.

The CAP consists of two component predictors, i.e., stride-based predictor and

context-based predictor. The unshaded portion of Figure 4.4 shows the CAP struc-

ture, and shaded-region is the extended structure to accommodate the link-based

prediction into the CAP. The CAP produces both stride-based and context-based

prediction addresses for every load reference, but the actual speculative load execu-

tion is decided by confidence mechanisms. The confidence mechanisms in the CAP

use both saturation counters for each of the predictor component and control flow

information. The control flow information keep track of global branch history when

the load speculation is turned to be incorrect.

To capture a large portion of uncertain load prediction addresses by the CAP,

the link-based scheme is augmented onto the CAP because the link-based scheme

can provide highly accurate prediction addresses with regardless of the randomness
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of load address pattern. This is possible because early-resolution based technique

provides prediction address in reference to the current program flow of base address

information instead of past history of base addresses.

Only a small budget of additional hardware structure is required to build up

newly proposed link-based scheme onto the CAP as shown in Figure 4.4. The RUT

(Register Update Table) and the DLT (Data-flow Link Table) need to keep track of

those load references for which the CAP avoids prediction due to low confidence. A

new base field is augmented in the CAP to record the current base value as early as

possible.

The link-based predictor is dependent on the CAP operations, and a skeleton

algorithm of the link-based predictor is summarized in Figure 4.3. More detail oper-

ation steps with an example link "addiu $5,$28,-31404 ... ha $9,0($5)" are explained

using Figure 4.4 as follows (the number inside bracket in Figure 4.4 indicates each

step).

step (1) A prediction of low confidence load address is generated by the CAP.

step (2) Build a link between the load-base-update instruction and the load

instruction into the DLT in reference to the RUT.

step (3) From next time, lookup the DLT if the base-update instruction, "addiu

$5,$28,-31404" in this example, is encountered during the program execution.

step (4) The base value in the link-based predictor is updated through the DLT.

When a miss occurs in this step, no replacement activity in the predictor component

is performed to avoid any side-effect by the link structure.
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Figure 4.4. The link-based scheme on the CAP(Correlated Address Predictor)
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step (5) Soon after when a load instruction comes, "Iw $9,0($5)" in this ex-

ample, both a predicted address from the CAP and a predicted address from the

link-based scheme are prepared. The predicted address by the link-based component

is used only when the CAP informs not to speculate.

4.4 Link-based Predictor in Processor Pipelining

The benefit of the link-based prediction can be reduced if the distance between

the register updater and the load is very short. Therefore, careful design details need

be considered to overcome the distance problem. The Simplescalar [6] pipeline is used

as a base model to illustrate and validate the idea of link-base address prediction

scheme in this section.

The Simplescalar pipeline closely follows MIPS [19] architecture and it is mod-

eled to perform out-of-order execution. The detailed explanation of each pipeline

stage can be found by Burger and Austin [6]. In short, its pipelining is consists of

five stages, i.e., IF (Instruction Fetch), DA (Decoding and Scheduling), EX (Execu-

tion), WB (Write-back), and CT (Commit). Some of the queue structures such as

ifq (instruction fetch queue), readyq (ready queue), earlyq (early queue), and eventq

(event queue) are shown in Figure 4.5 along with major functional units. Five-stage

Simplescalar pipeline goes through six cycles for load and store instructions, in other

words, the Simplescalar pipeline can be viewed as performing two consecutive execu-

tion stages for memory references, i.e., address generation and memory access.

Integration of the link-based predictor with the base model pipeline is con-

structed as Figure 4.5. A predicted load address is ready at IF stage after lookup
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of the prediction table is finished, and speculative cache access is initiated at DA

cycle. The predictor component's fields are updated if any load instruction reaches

CT stage even though the prediction result can be known earlier than CT stage.

The forwarding paths from earlier pipeline stage to the predictor structures are also

considered to overcome the distance problem. The RUT, the DLT, and correspond-

ing predictor table fields, if exists, are also updated whenever any register update

instruction enters CT stage.

A challenging part of the link-based prediction is how effectively deal with the

situation when the distance between base register update and load is very short.

A conservative approach for the link-base predictor to solve the distance problem

is simply to discard those short distance loads seen by the data-flow link. If this

approach is applied to the Simplescalar pipeline, the link-based predictor will predict

only if the number of cycle differences between the the base updater and the load is

greater than one. Figure 4.6 assumes single-issue pipeline and shows the conservative

pipeline execution under a set of instruction sequences. Note that lw(AG)/lw at cycle

4 means both decoding of normal load and address generation of speculative cache

access are performed at the same time. In the figure, if the cycle distance is one the

link-based predictor does not reduce load latency.

Figure 4.7 shows aggressive approach under a set of instruction sequences. The

example sequence of the instructions in upper part of Figure 4.7 has distance two,

and it is possible for the aggressive approach to take advantage of the link fully. For

example, a prediction address can be ready at clock 3 using the value forwarded from
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Figure 4.6. Conservative link-based prediction examples under pipeline

add instruction at EX stage, and a speculative cache access, indicated by lw(ME), can

start at clock cycle 4. A speculative cache access by address prediction is initiated

two-cycle ahead of the normal load instruction suggesting that further speculation of

load-dependent instruction is also possible.

Even when the cycle difference is only one, the aggressive approach can exploit

benefit. It can be seen easily that there is no chance for the link-based scheme to
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Figure 4.7. Aggressive link-based prediction examples under pipeline

use the very previous instruction's result at IF stage. But, if the speculative cache

access can be initiated at address generation stage of a normal load, the load data

can be ready at one cycle ahead of the normal load instruction. Like the conservative

approach, data forwarding from the load base updater is also assumed. Lower part

of Figure 4.7 illustrates this approach when the two instructions are one cycle apart.

At cycle 3, the result of add instruction is forwarded into the following load, and the
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normal address calculation and the speculative cache access, indicated by Iw/lw^sp,

are performed at cycle 4 simultaneously. In fact, the speculative cache access at cycle

3 should not be issued in reference to dependency chain at DA stage. On the other

hand, if the update instruction is also a load such as a sequence of "Iw $10, 0($11);

Iw $13, 0($10)" where the second load uses the result of the first load, we cannot

utilize the benefit of the aggressive scheme unless the first load itself is performed

speculatively.

The recovery activities are performed at WB stage if the predicted address

is flagged as incorrect at address generation stage. The recovery activities involve

issuing normal cache access and rescheduling any load-dependent instruction that is

already issued using the speculated load result.

4.5 Performance Evaluation

4.5.1 Simulation Model

The base structure of simulation model in Chapter 3 is also used here. The DLT

and the RUT are the same structure as before but the ERB is merged into the CAP.

In fact, a minimal information of the ERB in Chapter 3 is put into the CAP, i.e., base

register value field. No other information are needed because the CAP maintains the

remaining information.

A fast functional simulator in the Simplescalar too\ is used at the front-end simu-

lation environment, and our back-end link-based predictor consumes the information

provided from the front-end simulator. As the back-end simulator interprets each

instruction, the necessary steps such as updating the RUT, building the data-flow
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links to the DLT, and updating of link-based predictor for the load instructions are

performed. In case that the instruction is a load, a matching entry in the link-based

predictor must further decide which prediction component is actually used. The

prediction by the data-flow link is active only when the CAP informs not to spec-

ulate. This also implies that the data-flow link between a load instruction and its

base register update instruction (s) is established only for those non-confident loads

by the CAP. The CAP updates its table information whenever the real load address

is known with regardless of speculation request.

Seven SPECint95 benchmark programs are studied through this simulation. To

asses the performance of the link-based hybrid predictor easily, almost the identi-

cal simulation parameters as Beckerman et al. [4] are used throughout this simu-

lation. The simulation parameters are as follows: the predictor is 4K-entry 2-way

set-associative, confidence fields of stride-based and context-based use 2-bit satu-

ration counters, control flow information consist of 8-bit of global branch history

register, selector also uses 2-bit saturation counter, and load base history length is

3. A few sensitivity studies are performed by changing the DLT and the RUT stack

sizes, i.e., the DLT is 32/64-entry 8-way set associative and 0/16-entry RUT stack

is constructed in this simulation model. Variable-distance simulation is modeled to

reflect the cycle distance in the functional simulator. Setting of distance 1 implies

that the additional predictions are made by the link-based scheme without any dis-

tance constraint between register updater and load instruction, on the other hand,

setting of distance 9 allows to predict when register updater and load instruction are
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Figure 4.8. Link-based address prediction accuracy with 32-set DLT

9 or more instruction apart during the execution of the program. Like Beckerman et

al. [4], 30-million instruction references are traced and statistics are collected without

warm up.

4.5.2 Evaluation Result and Discussion

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show prediction accuracies with 32-set and 64-set

DLTs respectively for seven SPECint95 programs.

The additional predictions by the link-based predictor and their accuracies from

cycle distance 1 to 9 are stacked up on the baseline CAP. The additional hardware

structure of the link-based predictor does not affect the prediction accuracies of the

original CAP. In other words, the prediction accuracies by the CAP component in

the figures are the same as the accuracies of baseline CAP alone because any update

in predictor entry is relying on the update policy of the baseline CAP.
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100

Figure 4.9. Link-based address prediction accuracy with 64-set DLT

As shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, prediction accuracies of the baseline CAP

are very high even though the accuracies are not as high as the published paper in

Beckerman et al. [4] which models IA-32 instruction set architecture, the simulation

model in this study, on the other hand, follows MIPS instruction set architecture. The

conservative speculation by confidence mechanism in the baseline CAP can avoid a

lot of possibly incorrect predictions and reduce recovery overhead caused by incorrect

speculation. Several observations can be found from the simulation results. First, a

large number of load addresses is not predictable by the CAP because of randomness

of the load addresses in the SPECint95. But, the link-based scheme can capture

those unpredictable addresses very accurately. Benchmarks compress, go, and li are

the cases where the random behavior of load references are exhibited significantly in

the SPECint95. The overall prediction ratios of those three programs by the CAP
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Figure 4.10. Cycle distance distributions of the SPECint95
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are 54.3%, 51.4%, and 63.9% respectively. Additional prediction improvement by the

link-based prediction for those three programs is significant especially when the value

of distance constraint is small. For example, in li, the additional prediction rates out

of total loads from cycle distance 1 to 9 in 64-set DLT are 35.2%, 29.2%, 21.7%,

18.1%, and 17.7% respectively. The accuracies by the link-based prediction are even

higher than the CAP. For example, in benchmark li, the accuracy by the link-based

component only is close to 99% .

Secondly, most of the unpredictable addresses by the CAP are very close to the

base-update instructions in terms of cycle distance (Figure 4.10 shows the distribu-

tion of cycle distance for each of the SPECint95). A sharp decrease of prediction rate

by the link-based scheme can back up this observation. For example, in compress and

go, two facts—a significant drop of predictions by the link-based scheme and almost

flat shape of distance when the distances are very short—indicate a large portion of

unpredictable load instructions is very close to the update instructions. Benchmark

li is one of the exceptions in which the prediction rate by the link-based scheme is

decreasing smoothly.

Lastly, very small hardware resources are needed to capture unpredictable ad-

dresses. No significant increment in prediction rate can be seen as the number of DLT

set is doubled. From Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, the prediction rates are almost iden-

tical for 32-set and 64-set DLT except benchmark go. In go, prediction rate increases

from 40.1% to 43.8% when the DLT size is doubled. Very high prediction accuracies

by the link-based scheme without using the RUT stack in the figures imply control
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Figure 4.11. Load improvement by address prediction with 32-set DLT

and recursive structure in the SPECint95 are somewhat regular that the CAP can

predict load addresses accurately for which control correlation exhibits.

The expected performance comparison between the link-based predictor and the

CAP is computed in a simplified fashion by considering the number of stall cycles in

loads. The charged cycles for each load are as follows: one cycle stall for not predicted

load, zero cycle stall for correctly predicted load, and two stall cycles for incorrectly

predicted load. The checker-board regions in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.11 show load

improvement by the CAP, and the white regions show additional improvement by

the link-based scheme over no address prediction. Only slight performance differ-

ences in benchmarks gcc and go can be seen between two figures. The additional

load improvement by the link-base scheme is significant especially when the value

of distance constraint is small. The additional improvement of 64-set DLT for the
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Figure 4.12. Load improvement by address prediction with 64-set DLT

SPECint95, on the average, is 36.2%, 14.2%, 8.7%, 7.2%, and 6.5% when the value

of distance constraint is 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 respectively.

4.6 Summary

A different direction of load address prediction scheme is proposed in this chap-

ter to reduce latency of load-dependent instruction. The new scheme attempts to

predict the addresses from the most recent data-flow information between load base

updater and load instruction. Using data-flow information for address prediction

is not so pattern-dependent as most conventional predictors that the proposed link-

based scheme can predict addresses very accurately. A very small hardware structure

is augmented to employ the link-based predictor onto the context-based hybrid ad-

dress predictor (CAP). Several observations are found throughout the simulation.

First, even though highly accurate load speculations are possible by the CAP, a large
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number of load references is still cannot be predicted accurately by either stride-based

or context-based predictor due to the randomness of load addresses in the integer pro-

grams. A majority of the remaining addresses is very accurately predictable by the

link-based predictor. Second, a large portion of unpredictable addresses by the CAP

is very close to the base-update instructions in terms of cycle distance. This fact

may reduce the effectiveness of the link-based predictor. Third, very small hardware

budget is required for the link-based scheme to capture the remaining pattern-less

load addresses.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Throughout the observations and performance evaluation results on multiple-

access caches, newly proposed schemes in this dissertation can be served as a design

framework of multiple-access caches in memory hierarchy by the following reasons.

First, a set of more generalized rehash functions shows dramatic improvement over

the traditional rehash function of flipping only the highest-order index bit, especially,

in scientific programs. Second, the existing multiple-access caches require additional

information in the form of rehash bits to provide more accurate search and replace-

ment for the requested cache line. The simulation results of the proposed search and

replacement algorithm show that the search according to the MRU/LRU sequence in

2-way column associative caches can achieve better performance than the rehash-bit

in terms of both overall and primary hit ratios. Extending the proposed scheme into

4-way multiple-access cache, the performance using the propose approach is viable

to index-vector scheme with much less cost and complexity. Finally, a newly pro-

posed indirect cache access mechanism seems to overcome the criticism of swapping

problem in multiple access caches because swapping only tags without swapping the

corresponding data in the cache can achieve a higher hit ratio to the primary location.

102
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A small bit array is added for the indirect access, and the timing simulation confirms

that the indirect path does not lengthen the overall cache access time.

Due to the inherent limitations of control and data speculation, increasingly ag-

gressive implementations of conventional wide-issue superscalar processor yield only

diminishing returns in IPC. To jump over the barrier of current branch and load

address/value prediction accuracies, early resolution mechanism of branch and load

instructions shows uniqueness of its ability to identify the critical instructions that

cannot be handled effectively by speculation. The evaluation results show that by

selective early triggering and speculative instruction execution, the newly proposed

scheme shows a great promise for achieving the next level of performance without

requiring undue hardware resources. In additional, the idea of the proposed early-

resolution technique is applied to the most current address predictors to further

improve address prediction accuracy. The simulation results of the proposed en-

hancement technique show that only a small augmentation of hardware structure

can capture, very accurately, most of the unpredictable load addresses by the con-

ventional predictors. In spite of distance constraint, the proposed early-resolution

technique can provide a new dimension in the design of wide-issue speculative pro-

cessors.
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